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are worlds apart… and Avinode is doing rather well too.
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Airbus Helicopters chose last year’s EBACE to launch its Airbus

Corporate Helicopters brand, bringing its rotary-winged VIP aircraft
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in line with Airbus Corporate Jets. One year on, CEO Frédéric Lemos
says that while the process of evolution and learning continues, the
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only coherent jet/helicopter offering on the market is working well and
customers are awake to its unique possibilities.
Niki Lauda is looking forward to delivery of his Global 70000

at year end, and with new aircraft also coming to market from
Gulfstream and Dassault, a little further down the line, plus MAX and
neo, this ought to be a brighter EBACE than we’ve seen in a while.
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LAUDA

Flying, Formula 1 & the Global 7000

F

ormula 1
phenomenon
Niki Lauda
UQOP\R][\QÅIJTa
have settled into
retirement after
three- world championships.
Instead, he plunged into the complex
world of airline entrepreneurship,
M[\IJTQ[PQVO4I]LI)QZQV! 0M
sold it more than a decade later,
returning to airline ownership with
.Ta6131_PQKPUMZOMLQV\W)QZ
Berlin in 2011.
In January 2016, Lauda bought
Amira Air, a business aircraft operator
\PI\PILJMMVÆaQVOIUQ`MLÆMM\WV
an Austrian AOC since 2004. The
company was renamed LaudaMotion
and successfully combined Lauda’s many
years as a business aircraft pilot and
WXMZI\WZ_Q\P)UQZI¼[M`XMZQMVKMQV
aircraft management and VIP charter.
Meanwhile, after years of struggle,
Air Berlin and its subsidiaries began
insolvency proceedings in August 2017.
Lauda’s interest in ‘his’ part of Air

*MZTQV_I[[]ٻ
KQMV\NWZPQU\WJMOQVIV
acquisition attempt. In January this year,
the creditors’ committee of the insolvent
NIKI awarded LaudaMotion a contract
for the airline’s takeover. “It went
bankrupt, so I bought it back,” he told
EVA. The Niki brand was retired and its
operations transferred to LaudaMotion,
\PMM`Q[\QVOJ][QVM[[IQZKZIN\WXMZI\WZ
JMKWUQVO4I]LI5W\QWV-`MK]\Q^M
Homebased in Vienna, LaudaMotion
-`MK]\Q^M¼[ÆMM\KWUXZQ[M[I4MIZRM\
four Challenger 300s, two Challenger
[\PZMM/TWJIT-`XZM[[M[IVLI
Global 6000. All are managed, while the
latter is Lauda’s personal aircraft. The
KWUXIVaWٺMZ[IVQVKT][Q^MUIVIOMUMV\
[MZ^QKM+)57ÆQOP\LQ[XI\KP
KPIZ\MZ[ITM[ÆQOP\WXMZI\QWV[OZW]VL
operations, crew control, crew training
IVLÅVIVKM
LaudaMotion Executive

Oliver Jiszda/LaudaMotion Executive

<PM4I]LI5W\QWV-`MK]\Q^M
fleet comprises only Bombardier
types, while Lauda himself has
strong personal links with the

The Global 6000 is Lauda’s favourite of the aircraft he’s
flown; he’s confident the Global 7000 will be even better.
Peter Burgstaller/LaudaMotion Executive
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Canadian OEM. “When I bought
the LaudaMotion it already had a
Challenger 300 and Global fleet, and
I’m Bombardier’s Brand Ambassador
because I fly a Global 6000; I have
a 7000 coming towards the end of
this year. But the relationship goes
back 20 years, since I started flying
*WUJIZLQMZRM\[
“But we have the capacity to operate
more aircraft and the new opportunity
for us is through LaudaMotion, which is
VW_WXMZI\QVOM`6131)QZJ][IQZKZIN\
1\UMIV[4I]LI5W\QWV-`MK]\Q^MKW]TL
easily operate an ACJ, because we have
maintenance, pilots and pilot training in
\PM[Q[\MZKWUXIVa<PMVM`\[\MXKW]TL
\PMZMNWZMJM\PI\_MWXMZI\MIVM`MK]\Q^M
Airbus for a customer.”
4I]LIM`XTIQVML\PI\4I]LI5W\QWV
-`MK]\Q^MUIVIOM[Q\[MV\QZMÆMM\"
“Bring your airplane to us and we do
everything,” he says. “We maintain the
airplane, train the pilots and operate the
airplane commercially.”
Brand Ambassador

While he obviously appreciates
Bombardier’s products and service
standards, there is surely something
more to Lauda’s close relationship
with the company. “There is. When I
started flying myself, during the 1970s
and 80s, first I had a Citation, then

1JW]OP\I4MIZRM\4I\MZ1OW\I
commercial licence and started Lauda
Air, where I captained Boeing 737,
767 and 777 airplanes. I sold Lauda
Air, then I had Fly NIKI, so I flew the
Airbuses, and now I’m back with Fly
NIKI and the Airbus again.”
-^MV_Q\P[WU]KPÆaQVOQVPQ[
logbook, Lauda’s enthusiasm for
Bombardier, begun with the legacy
4MIZRM\Q[I[[\ZWVOI[M^MZ¹1[\QTTTQSM
their planes. I look at the performance
and the endurance they have to help
UMLWUaRWJ)[\PM5MZKMLM[*MVb
/ZIVL8ZQ`VWVM`MK]\Q^MKPIQZUIV
of the board, I have to visit every race,
_PQKP1LWQV\PM/TWJIT1MVRWa
ÆaQVO\PMIQZKZIN\Ua[MTN IVL1SVW_Q\
very well. I know its strengths and any
issues, and that also brings me closer to
Bombardier.”
<PM4I]LI5W\QWV-`MK]\Q^MÆMM\
UQOP\JMITT*WUJIZLQMZJ]\Q\QVKT]LM[
MVOQVM[NZWU:WTT[:WaKM/MVMZIT
Electric, Honeywell and Pratt &
Whitney Canada, a supplier situation
that might complicate maintenance and
service. According to Lauda, it actually
creates no issues at all. “It’s very easy.
Most owners buy into the engine
programmes – they pay an hourly rate
and then the manufacturers take care
of everything. For me, working with the
engine manufacturers is no problem

| NIKI LAUDA

because the engine programme comes
through Bombardier.”
F/LIST’s International Cabin

When it comes to his personal aircraft,
it should come as no surprise that
4I]LI¼[QV\MZM[\IK\]ITTaM`\MVL[_MTT
JMaWVLNTaQVO\PMRM\0M¼[_WZSML
closely with F/LIST in developing
aircraft cabins, including that of
PQ[/TWJIT0MM`XTIQV[\PM
ZMTI\QWV[PQX"¹1TWWSI\\PMUIRWZQ\aWN 
M`MK]\Q^MIQZXTIVM[NZWUUa-]ZWXMIV
perspective and I see very few that
KWUJQVMIOZMI\XIQV\RWJIVLI^MZa
nice interior. For sure there are some,
J]\NWZUM\PMUIRWZQ\aLWV¼\TWWS
good. I worked with Hannes Rausch,
who previously designed my Lauda
Air and NIKI cabins, and my private
airplanes for me. We went to
F/LIST together, because we wanted
to create an interior very different to
other airplanes.
“We needed it to look good to people
everywhere, from Australia to America.
When people who might want to buy one
come and look at the airplane they always
remark on the paint scheme and how
great the cabin is. With F/LIST’s help we
IKPQM^MLIVM`KMX\QWVITXZWL]K\<PMa
found suppliers for the unusual veneers
and materials we wanted, we selected
them, and they did the entire cabin.

The Global 6000 is the ideal tool
for my work. If I couldn’t
ÆaXZQ^I\MTa1¼LVM^MZ[MMUa
family either
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Detail design in the
Global 6000’s F/LIST cabin.
F/LIST

“I’ve done the same thing with the
Global 7000, because when I go to the
/ZIVL8ZQ`*WUJIZLQMZ][M[\PMI[
a demonstrator – people go to the airport
to take a look and the cabin impresses
everyone, we successfully achieved an
international look. I think whenever
I’ve sold an airplane, I’ve sold it on the
[\ZMVO\PWN Q\[XIQV\RWJIVLQV\MZQWZº
Global Advantage

Without his Global 6000, Niki Lauda
would be unable to live the life upon
which he so clearly thrives. “I wouldn’t
do what I do without the airplane.
The problem for me is the distances.
The racing started in Australia
this year, then it went to Bahrain,
Shanghai and Baku. The travelling is
MVWZUW][IVLQN 1LQLV¼\PI^M\PMRWa
of flying my own 6000 myself, across
these vast distances, I wouldn’t do it, it
would be too much.
“I’m so lucky to have the pleasure
WN ÆaQVO\PMXTIVMUa[MTN7VTWVO
distances we have three pilots, of
which I’m one, and we switch around;
between us we went all the way down
to Australia from Vienna, and back.
The Global 6000 is the ideal tool for my
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_WZS1N 1KW]TLV¼\ÆaXZQ^I\MTa1¼LVM^MZ
see my family either.”
Speaking in May, Lauda was looking
forward to taking delivery of his Global
7000 later in this year. He’s clearly very
happy with the Global 6000, so what
advantage is there in moving up to the
new aircraft? “Bombardier included me
in the Global 7000 programme pretty
much from day one. I told them there
were two essential elements they needed
\WQVKT]LM"ÆaJa_QZMJMKI][MQ\¼[\PM
N]\]ZMIVL[QLM[\QKSKWV\ZWT[1¼^MÆW_V
)QZJ][M[_Q\PÆaJa_QZMIVL[QLM[\QKS[
IVL\PM_Q\PÆaJa_QZMJ]\VW
[QLM[\QKS[W1PI^MTW\[WN M`XMZQMVKM
with the systems. I said to Bombardier
\PI\QN \PMa_IV\ML\WJMLQٺMZMV\\W
the competition and come out with a
product at the top of private aviation,
they needed to do it right.”
It’s interesting and indicative of his
18,500 or so hours as pilot, that when
Bombardier presented Lauda with
\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WQVÆ]MVKMQ\[TI\M[\
UWLMTPMKPW[MÆQOP\KWV\ZWT[a[\MU[
rather than cabin comforts or IFE as his
primary concern. “I 100% believe in
ÆaJa_QZMI[IVIJ[WT]\MTaKZQ\QKIT[INM\a
tool for pilots. If they make mistakes, the

ÆaJa_QZM\MTT[\PMUVW\\WLW\PI\#NWZ
UMQ\¼[R][\\PMJM[\_IaWN ÆaQVO
“And the concept of the sidestick is
^MZa[QUXTM1\¼[R][\I[MI[a\W][MI[
conventional controls, but you have a
better view in the cockpit because there’s
nothing in front of you. I believe it’s also
UWZMKWUNWZ\IJTMM^MVQN Q\R][\UMIV[
you can pull out a table and have your
meal in front of you, and it points to
\PMN]\]ZM8MWXTM\MTTUMQ\¼[LQٺMZMV\\W
conventional controls, but I was recently
in the Global 7000 simulator in Wichita,
and I can tell you it’s simple. You get in,
aW]\W]KPQ\IVLaW]Æa1KIVIT[W\MTT
aW]\PI\\PM/TWJIT¼[ÆaJa_QZM
system is fantastic.
“The 7000 has the sidestick and
ÆaJa_QZM*WUJIZLQMZR][\IVVW]VKML
Q\PI[IVUZIVOMIVLQ\ÆQM[I\
5IKP!.WZUMI[IXQTW\_PMV1Æa
from Singapore to Vienna, it’s about
IVPW]ZÆQOP\1V\PM/TWJIT
I’ll save around one hour ten minutes
JMKI][MWN Q\[[XMML#NWZI\aXQKIT\MV
PW]ZÆQOP\\PMQ[WVMPW]ZNI[\MZº
Career Contradiction

As Lauda speaks about aviation and
flying, it quickly becomes clear that

LAUDAMOTION EXECUTIVE

F/LIST created an ‘international’ cabin
for Lauda’s Global 6000 and has done
the same for his forthcoming 7000.
F/LIST

he’s a professional career pilot for
whom safety is always paramount.
Yet he was also a racing driver of
M`KMX\QWVIT\ITMV\KWV\ZI[\QVOWVM
career, where taking a risk is often the
only possible means to success and
another, where taking a risk is seldom
ever a route to success. How did he
manage this apparent contradiction?
“It was easy. When I was still racing,
I’d go to the airport after the event and
when I saw my airplane I knew this was
the absolute opposite to what I’d been

doing. Racing is ‘take any chance to win’,
ÆaQVOQ[»\ISMVWKPIVKM[IVLZM[XMK\\PM
rules’. It’s very simple and I found the
combination perfect. I’ve never got into
problems in an airplane and I’ve never
taken a risk in the air. If an airport’s
NWOOaNWZM`IUXTMIVL^Q[QJQTQ\aQ[JMTW_
my aircraft’s capability, I won’t go there.
1ZM[XMK\\PMZ]TM[R][\TQSM1PWXMIVa
other sensible pilot does.”
4I]LI¼[NI[KQVI\QVONWZÆaQVO[\MUUML
from his original need to travel to,
from and between races, and quickly
M`XIVLML\WQVKT]LM\PMJ][QVM[[KI[M
behind aircraft operations. “I found the
business case more challenging than the
piloting; my interest has always been
\PMJ][QVM[[ÅZ[\IVL\PMV\PMÆaQVOº
With the Global 7000 coming, Lauda
is training for his type rating, which he
aims to have by the end of the year, in
time for delivery. Does he aim to carry
WVÆaQVO\PMRM\NWZI[TWVOI[PMKIV'
“Yes, yes!”
Lauda has owned several aircraft
XMZ[WVITTaIVLÆW_VILQ[XIZI\M
collection of other types through
his airlines, but doesn’t hesitate for a
moment when asked which his favourite
PI[JMMV"¹<PM*MKI][MQ\[XMZNMK\
WVM^MVPW]ZÆQOP\[*]\\PMV
if I have to go to a race in Europe and
WXMZI\MWٺI[PWZ\Z]V_IaQ\¼[XMZNMK\
for that too. The problem is always,

| NIKI LAUDA

»+IVaW]IٺWZLQ\'¼1\KW[\[ITW\WN 
money, there’s no question. But for the
KWUJQVI\QWVWN _PI\1VMMLÆaQVOTWVO
distance and short distance, and from
[UITTMZIQZÅMTL[\PMQ[XMZNMK\
The 7000 will be even better, because of
Q\[[XMML7VMPW]ZW]\WN I\MVPW]Z
RW]ZVMaUISM[IPMTTWN ILQٺMZMVKMº
4I]LIQ[MIOMZ\WM`XMZQMVKM\PM\QUM
saving Global 7000, perhaps because
his schedule appears so hectic. His
ZMIKY]Q[Q\QWVWN 61314I]LI5W\QWV
-`MK]\Q^MIVLPQ[5MZKMLM[*MVb
KWUUQ\UMV\[XT][MQOP\aMIZWTL\_QV[
KWUJQVM\WUISMPQUIVM`\ZMUMTaJ][a
man. Does he ever think it’ll be time to
slow down?
“No! I was lucky that the NIKI and
LaudaMotion deal was done during the
winter and concluded in February; there
are no Formula 1 races in winter. Now
1PI^MM`KMTTMV\UIVIOMUMV\PMZMIVL
they’re turning NIKI around. We have
IÆMM\WN )QZJ][M[IVL:aIVIQZQ[
supporting our sales.
“The racing is generally a weekend
RWJ1N \PMZIKM[IZMNIZI_IaQ\\ISM[
longer to get there, but basically I work
for the airline during the week and over
the weekend I go racing.” Does he rest?
“I do! I have very good timing, I know
M`IK\Ta_PI\1PI^M\WLWIVL1PI^M^MZa
good people at LaudaMotion. It’s doing
very well. I can’t complain.” Q

Lauda’s personal Global 6000.
Peter Burgstaller/LaudaMotion Executive
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Frédéric Lemos, CEO
Airbus Corporate
Helicopters.
Eric Raz/Airbus Helicopters
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12 Months Later…

A

irbus Helicopters launched
its Corporate brand at last
year’s EBACE show. In the
12 months since, Airbus
Corporate Helicopters (ACH)
PI[JMMVN]Z\PMZLMÅVQVOIVL
WX\QUQ[QVOVW\WVTaQ\[IQZKZIN\J]\IT[WQ\[[MZ^QKM
WٺMZQVO)QZJ][0MTQKWX\MZ[IVL-]ZWKWX\MZ
JMNWZMQ\ITZMILaWٺMZMLKWZXWZI\MIVL>18
UIKPQVM[J]\)+0IQU[\WXZW^QLMILQ[KZM\M
QLMV\Q\a\W_PI\¼[MٺMK\Q^MTaIKWUXTM\MZIVOM
WN >18IQZKZIN\1\ITQOV[\PMU_Q\P\PM)QZJ][
+WZXWZI\M2M\[)+2JZIVLQV\MZU[WN QUIOMIVL
Y]ITQ\a[MXIZI\QVO\PM7-5¼[T]`]ZaPMTQKWX\MZ[
NZWUQ\[[]KKM[[N]TJ][QVM[[M[QVW[ٺPWZMXWTQKM
PMTQKWX\MZMUMZOMVKaUMLQKIT[MZ^QKM[MIZKPIVL
rescue, and utility machines.
;XMISQVOI\)QZJ][0MTQKWX\MZ¼[4WVLWV7`NWZL
)QZXWZ\NIKQTQ\a)+0+-7.ZuLuZQK4MUW[
M`XTIQVMLPW_\PM)QZJ][+WZXWZI\MJZIVLVW_
encompasses ACH and ACJ, but just how close are
\PM\_WLQ^Q[QWV['¹)[)+0¼[WٺMZQVOUI\]ZM[UWZM

IVLUWZM[aVMZOQM[IZMJMQVOQLMV\QÅML_Q\P)+2º
4MUW[\WTL->)¹)+2IVL)+0IZMJW\PXIZ\WN 
)QZJ][¼J][QVM[[I^QI\QWVWٺMZQVOUISQVOQ\\PMWVTa
7-5_Q\PILMLQKI\MLKWZXWZI\MI^QI\QWVWٺMZQVO
NWZÅ`MLIVLZW\IZa_QVOK][\WUMZ[?M¼ZM_WZSQVO
WVPW_\WXZW^QLMIKWUXMTTQVOWٺMZ\WK][\WUMZ[
QV\MZM[\MLQVI\Z]MMVL\WMVL\ZI^MTM`XMZQMVKM
_Q\P\PMRM\XZW^QLQVO\PMTWVOLQ[\IVKM\ZI^MT_PQTM
\PMPMTQKWX\MZXZW^QLM[\PMÅVITTMOWN \PMRW]ZVMaº
)\\PM[IUM\QUMPMIKSVW_TMLOM[\PI\
many more customers are likely to take only the
PMTQKWX\MZXZWL]K\¹1V\PW[MKI[M[_PMZM[aVMZOQM[
are less apparent – not least due to the lower entry
JIZZQMZNWZ\PMPMTQKWX\MZUIZSM\·)+0TM^MZIOM[
)QZJ][0MTQKWX\MZ[¼M`XMZQMVKMQVLM^MTWXQVO
\IQTWZML[WT]\QWV[NWZXZQ^I\MIVLJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV
MV[]ZQVO\PMQZ]VQY]MZMY]QZMUMV\[IZMUM\º
)T\PW]OP\PM)QZJ][+WZXWZI\MM^WT]\QWVQ[
WVOWQVOQ\¼[KTMIZ\PM\_WLQ^Q[QWV[IZMJMQVO
WZOIVQ[ML\W_WZS[QLMJa[QLMZI\PMZ\PIVI[I
UMZOML]VQ\¹<PM[aVMZOQM[IZM[\ZWVOMZQV\PM
[ITM[UIZSM\QVOIVLK][\WUMZZMTI\QWV[IK\Q^Q\QM[

ACH brings the quality
of high-end VIP jet
completions to VIP
rotary-wing operators.
F Lancelot/Airbus
Helicopters

+WV^MZ\QVOIK][\WUMZ\WI
LQٺMZMV\UIV]NIK\]ZMZZMY]QZM[I
KWUXMTTQVOWٺMZIVL_MJMTQM^M\PM
ACH160 is precisely that
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_PQTML]M\W\PMQVVI\MLQٺMZMVKM[JM\_MMVÅ`ML
IVLZW\IZa_QVOIQZKZIN\\MKPVQKITI[XMK\[IZMUWZM
]VQY]M\WMIKPLQ^Q[QWV8MZ[WVVMTPI^MVW\JMMV
M`KPIVOMLJ]\[PIZMLJM[\XZIK\QKMQ[QVKZMI[QVO\W
\PMXWQV\_PMZMMUXTWaMM[WN JW\PQVKZMI[QVOTaNMMT
\PMaIZMXIZ\WN \PM[IUM\MIUº4MUW[ZMXWZ\[
What is ACH?

<PM)+0TIJMTQ[IXXTQML\WIVaIQZKZIN\
NZWU\PM)QZJ][0MTQKWX\MZ[ZIVOMKWUXTM\ML
IVLLMTQ^MZMLI[IKWZXWZI\M>18WZ>>18
UIKPQVM_PQKPUIaQVKT]LMOW^MZVUMV\
\ZIV[XWZ\[)UQ`WN JM[XWSMNQVQ[PQVOIVL
XIKSIOMLQV\MZQWZ[Q[I^IQTIJTM
¹;\aTMVKMJa)+0Q[W]ZQVPW][MTQOP\_MQOP\
[XWZ\[KIZQV[XQZMLQV\MZQWZ_PQKPVWVM\PMTM[[
ITTW_[NWZK][\WUQ[I\QWV[WTWVOI[IQZNZIUM
UWLQÅKI\QWV[IZMVW\ZMY]QZML<PM)+0
;\aTMVKMNWZM`IUXTMUIaJMK][\WUQ[MLNWZ
JM\_MMVIVLXI[[MVOMZ[
¹<PMV_MPI^M)+0-`KT][Q^MW]ZUW[\
[WXPQ[\QKI\MLWX\QWVITTW_QVOI^MZaPQOPTM^MT
WN JM[XWSMK][\WUQ[I\QWVIVLKTW[MTaKI\MZQVO
\WK][\WUMZZMY]QZMUMV\[1\[Q\[ITWVO[QLM)+0
-LQ\QWV[JI[MLWVLM[QOVKWVKMX\[LM^MTWXMLJa

12
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_WZTLTMILQVOJZIVL[IVLLM[QOVMZ[1VKT]LQVO\PM
)+05MZKMLM[*MVb-LQ\QWV[IT[WXZW^QLM[
\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\aNWZ\PMXIZ\VMZJZIVLLM[QOV\MIU
\WXZW^QLM]VQY]MTM^MT[WN JM[XWSMKWUXTM\QWV
¹?MJMTQM^M\PM)+0-`KT][Q^MIVL)+0
-LQ\QWV[PMTQKWX\MZ[WٺMZK][\WUMZ[\PMPQOPM[\
Y]ITQ\aQVIRM\TQSMQV\MZQWZ<PM)+0
-`KT][Q^MMY]QXXML_Q\P\PM[M^MV[MI\>18
QV\MZQWZPI[JMMVLM[KZQJMLI[\PMÅZ[\PMTQKWX\MZ
WٺMZQVOI\Z]TaRM\TQSM\ZI^MTM`XMZQMVKM
¹?M_WZSKTW[MTa_Q\PK][\WUMZ[\WPMTXLMÅVM
\PMQZZMY]QZMUMV\7]ZM`XMZQMVKMKWUJQVML
_Q\PSVW_TMLOMOIQVMLNZWU_WZSQVO_Q\PTMILQVO
LM[QOVMZ[QVKT]LQVO8MLMZ-QL[OIIZLPI[PMTXML
ZMLMÅVM)+0[\IVLIZL[<WLIa_MPI^MITQ[\WN 
Q\MU[IOIQV[\_PQKPIV)+0IQZKZIN\Q[Y]ITQ\a
KPMKSMLMV[]ZQVOWVTa\PMPQOPM[\Y]ITQ\aUI\MZQIT[
and standards are used and met, in a process similar
\W\PI\IXXTQML\WKWZXWZI\MRM\[I\\PMPQOPM[\TM^MTº
ACH in Service

4MUW[ZMKSWV[)+0PI[MVRWaMLIOWWL
NQZ[\aMIZ[MTTQVO IQZKZIN\IVL[]XXWZ\QVO
K][\WUMZ[M^MVI[Q\[[\Z]K\]ZMKWV\QV]M[\W
OMTIVLLM[XQ\M[TQOP\TaLMXZM[[MLUIZSM\<PM

The ACH brand may
be applied to
any model in
Airbus Helicopters’
commercial aircraft
range, including
the H130

AIRBUS CORPORATE HELICOPTERS

ACH product is ideally placed to benefit from
)QZJ][0MTQKWX\MZ[¼OTWJIT[]XXWZ\VM\_WZS
QVKT]LQVO0+IZM.QZ[\IVM`\MVLML^IZQI\QWV
WV\PM0+IZM[MZ^QKMWNNMZQVO
;XMISQVOI\7`NWZL4MUW[ZM^MITML\PI\\PM
)+0PIL\ISMVITIZOM[PIZMWN \PMTQOP\\_QV
UIZSM\IVLM`XMK\[\WLMTQ^MZIV)+0QV\W\PM
=3UIZSM\QUUQVMV\Ta<PZMM>18^MZ[QWV[WN \PM
\WVVMKTI[[)+0IZMITZMILaQV[MZ^QKM_Q\P
\PMQVQ\QITM`IUXTMaIKP\JI[ML
;MI\QVO]X\W XI[[MVOMZ[QVQ\[[\IVLIZL
\ZIV[XWZ\KWVÅO]ZI\QWV0Q[ITIZOMKWUXTM`
IQZKZIN\\PI\W]OP\\WXW[MM^MV0+IZM.QZ[\I
KPITTMVOM\W[]XXWZ\WVIaIKP\4MUW[[Ia[WN 
\PZMMUWZM)+0[WVWZLMZWVM_QTTIT[WJM
aIKP\JI[MLIN\MZLMTQ^MZaQV!J]\PMZMKSWV[
\PMIQZKZIN\¼[LM[QOVMLQVNMI\]ZM[IVLXMZNWZUIVKM
IZMITZMILaIVIL^IV\IOMNWZUIZQ\QUMWXMZI\QWV[
¹.ZWU\PMW]\[M\\PM0_I[LM[QOVML
\W[MZ^M\PMW[ٺPWZMWQTIVLOI[QVL][\ZaIVLQ[
MY]QXXMLNWZÆQOP\W^MZ_I\MZPMTQLMKSTIVLQVO[
IVL\WZM[Q[\[IT\KWZZW[QWVI[[\IVLIZL?MLMÅVM
\PMK][\WUMZ¼[M`IK\ZMY]QZMUMV\I\IVMIZTa[\IOM
JI[MLWV\PMQZWXMZI\QWVITXZWÅTM\PMVMVOIOMQV
M^MZaI[XMK\WN \PMLM[QOVXZWKM[[
¹<PM)+0\MIU_WZS[KTW[MTa_Q\P\PM
[PQXJ]QTLMZIVLK][\WUMZVW\TMI[\JaXZW^QLQVO
SMa\MKPVQKITLI\I\WPMTXQV\MOZI\M\PMIQZKZIN\
WVJWIZLIVLMV[]ZMQ\[MٺMK\Q^M[INMWXMZI\QWV
_Q\PQV\PMZMTM^IV\ZMO]TI\QWV[)LLQ\QWVITM`XMZ\
[]XXWZ\Q[IT[WXZW^QLMLJaKWUXIVQM[QVKT]LQVO
5);<C5IZQ\QUM)^QI\QWV;]XXWZ\<ZIQVQVOE
IVL4]^QIQZCI>18PMTQKWX\MZIVL[]XMZaIKP\
QV\MOZI\QWV[XMKQITQ[\E
¹?MIT[WLM^MTWXMLILMLQKI\MLIXXNWZ
LM[QOVMZ[IVL[PQXJ]QTLMZ[XZW^QLQVOJI[QK
PMTQKWX\MZQVNWZUI\QWV\W[]XXWZ\\PMMIZTaLM[QOV
concepts of the helideck; it’s a particularly useful
\WWTNWZPMTXQVOQV\MOZI\M\PMPMTQKWX\MZWV\W\PM
aIKP\I\IVMIZTaLM[QOV[\IOM<PMVWVKM\PM
PMTQKWX\MZQ[QV[MZ^QKM0+IZM.QZ[\W]ZOTWJIT
[]XXWZ\WٺMZQVOMV[]ZM[K][\WUMZ[OM\IXXZW^ML
)QZJ][0MTQKWX\MZ[[]XXWZ\_PMZM^MZ\PMaIZMQV
\PM_WZTLQVKT]LQVOI\[MIITTMVIJTMLJaIOTWJIT
[\WKSUIVIOMUMV\[a[\MUº
<PMZM¼[KWV[QLMZIJTMM`KQ\MUMV\IKZW[[\PM
)QZJ][0MTQKWX\MZ[WZOIVQ[I\QWVW^MZ\PMLZIUI\QK
VM_0IVM_\MKPVWTWOaIQZKZIN\[MI\QVO]X
\WXI[[MVOMZ[QVQ\[[\IVLIZL\ZIV[XWZ\^MZ[QWV
1\[LQ[\QVK\Q^MVM`\OMVMZI\QWVTWWS[QLMV\QNaQ\I[
IVWJ^QW][N]\]ZMNI^W]ZQ\MQV\PM>18UIZSM\
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IT\PW]OPQ\NIKM[[\QٺKWUXM\Q\QWVNZWU_MTT
established competitors.
)QZJ][PI[JMMVKI]\QW][IJW]\\ISQVOWZLMZ
KWUUQ\UMV\[_PQTM\PMIQZKZIN\_I[_WZSQVO
\W_IZL[KMZ\QÅKI\QWVJ]\_Q\P[MZ^QKMMV\Za
XTIVVMLNWZ!WZLMZ[IZMVW_JMQVOKWVÅZUML
.QZ[\0LMTQ^MZQM[_QTTJMNWZW[ٺPWZM\ZIV[XWZ\
J]\MTMUMV\[WN \PM)+0PI^MITZMILaJMMV
LMÅVML4MUW[M`XTIQV["¹<PM[XMKQÅKI\QWV_QTT
QVKT]LMIK][\WUMTMK\ZQKITTaIK\]I\MLKIJQVIKKM[[
[\MXIVLMTMK\ZQKITTa\QV\ML_QVLW_[IVLQUXZW^ML
[W]VLXZWWÅVOQVXIZ\IKPQM^ML\PZW]OPPQVOML
ZI\PMZ\PIV[TQLQVOLWWZ[?M¼^MLMÅVML^MZa
KWUNWZ\IJTM>18KIJQV[JI[MLWVIKWUXM\Q\QWV
JM\_MMVLM[QOVMZ[#\PMZM[]T\Q[IKWUJQVI\QWV
WN QLMI[NZWU)+0IVL8MLMZ-QL[OIIZL_PW
XZM^QW][Ta_WZSMLWVW]Z)+0KIJQV
¹<PM)+0Q[ITZMILaOMVMZI\QVOP]OM
interest. Recent order commitments in North
)UMZQKIIVL*ZIbQTIPMILWN KMZ\QÅKI\QWV
PQOPTQOP\\PMIQZKZIN\¼[LM[QZIJQTQ\a_Q\PQV)+0¼[
UIZSM\;QVKM\PMJMOQVVQVOWN \PMaMIZ_M¼^M
\ISMVÅ^MWZLMZ[NWZ\PM)+0I[Q\MVPIVKM[
W]ZWٺMZQVOQV\PMUQL[QbM\_QVMVOQVM[MOUMV\
KPITTMVOQVOZQ^ITXZWL]K\[QVKT]LQVO\PM;QSWZ[Sa
;IVL4MWVIZLW0MTQKWX\MZ[)?!IVL
)?!_Q\PIUWZM\PIVKZMLQJTMIT\MZVI\Q^M
+WV^MZ\QVOIK][\WUMZ\WILQٺMZMV\UIV]NIK\]ZMZ
ZMY]QZM[IKWUXMTTQVOWٺMZIVL_MJMTQM^M\PM
)+0Q[XZMKQ[MTa\PI\ºQ

Airbus completed
an H160 tour of
the Americas
earlier this year

AMAC

| GUNNAR JANCKE

Antenna Time in Basel?

B

asel-based AMAC
is renowned for
its completions
and MRO work
across a wide
range of business
aircraft, but perhaps best known
for its spectacular large-jet work,
focussing on airframe sizes
from ACJ/BBJ, right up to the
 6WLQٺMZMV\\WW\PMZUIRWZ
players in the industry, while it
welcomes its customers’ aircraft
for maintenance checks, AMAC
typically also performs other
tasks, often depending on the
depth of maintenance required
and frequently involving cabin
ZMÅ\IVLIKWVVMK\Q^Q\a]XOZILM
The company’s expertise extends

The extent of modification
varies with antenna fit but
is invariably substantial for
Ku and Ka-band systems.
Roth Schmid/AMAC
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\W[]XXTMUMV\IT\aXMKMZ\QÅKI\M;<+
work and the list of its most recent
;<+[UISM[NWZQV\MZM[\QVOZMILQVO#WN 
I_IZLML[QVKM\PMJMOQVVQVOWN 
half involve antenna installations. Of
\PM[MNW]ZZMTI\M\W0WVMa_MTT¼[2M\?I^M
IV\MVVI[MZ^QVO1VUIZ[I\¼[2M\+WVVM@
and the remainder cover the Rockwell
+WTTQV[<IQT_QVL]VQ\NWZZMKMQ^QVO
satellite TV services.
<PMLM[QOVMVOQVMMZQVOQV[\ITTI\QWV
IVL\M[\MٺWZ\ZMY]QZMLNWZMIKPWN 
\PM[M;<+[ZMXZM[MV\[I[MZQW][MٺWZ\
aM\/]VVIZ2IVKSM,QZMK\WZ9]ITQ\a
)[[]ZIVKM,M[QOV7ZOIVQ[I\QWV
+>-)5)+)MZW[XIKM;_Q\bMZTIVL
reckons it constitutes perhaps just 5%
WN \PMKWUXIVa¼[5:7XZWOZIUUM
¹5W[\WN \PMXMWXTMQVW]Z
MVOQVMMZQVOLMXIZ\UMV\IZM_WZSQVO

WV\_W)VMWXZWRMK\[WVMWN 
_PQKPQ[IZZQ^QVOTI\MZ\PQ[aMIZIVL\PM
W\PMZQV5IZKP!?MIT[WPI^MI
 XZWOZIUUMZ]VVQVOQV_PQKP
_M¼ZMXMZNWZUQVO_WZS[QUQTIZ\W\PI\
_PQKP_MLQLWVI,I[P _MLMTQ^MZML
QV;WITTQVITT_MPI^M\PZMM
UIRWZWVOWQVOXZWOZIUUM[IVL\PM
IV\MVVIJ][QVM[[Q[MٺMK\Q^MTaI»[QLM
MٺMK\¼WN W]ZW\PMZ_WZS
¹1\¼[IJW]\[]XXTaQVOKWVVMK\Q^Q\a\W
\PMKIJQVXZQUIZQTa\PZW]OP1VUIZ[I\¼[
3IJIVL2M\+WVVM@1ZMKITT4JIVL
[I\MTTQ\MKWUU]VQKI\QWV[ÅZ[\JMKWUQVO
XWX]TIZWVIQZKZIN\IZW]VL_PMV
_MJMOIVÅ\\QVO\PMTIZOMÆI\IV\MVVI[
·_MKITTML\PMU»[]ZNJWIZL[¼·\PMV
ZMY]QZMLNWZ4JIVL[MZ^QKM<PMQZ
principle of operation is similar to that
employed today.”

AMAC

| GUNNAR JANCKE

Manoeuvring the
radome into place is a
hands-on operation.

)[NIZI[\PMIV\MVVIQ[KWVKMZVML
the source satellite is little more than
ILQ[\IV\»XQVPMIL¼J]\OQ^MVLI\I
IJW]\\PMIQZKZIN\¼[ÆQOP\I\\Q\]LM\PM
antenna control system steers the unit
WV\W\PM[I\MTTQ\MMQ\PMZUMKPIVQKITTa
WZMTMK\ZWVQKITTaUIQV\IQVQVO\PM
communications service as the aircraft
manoeuvres.
<PM2M\?I^MIV\MVVI[PIXMQ[Y]Q\M
LQٺMZMV\\W\PI\WN \PMMIZTQMZ[]ZNJWIZL[
JMQVONIZKTW[MZQVIXXMIZIVKM\W\PM
dish antennas familiar from domestic
[I\MTTQ\M<>[MZ^QKM[¹<PMaPI^MY]Q\M
I^WT]UM_Q\PI\aXQKITQV[\ITTI\QWV
JMQVOIZW]VLUUPQOP_QLM
IVLUUTWVO<WLIaITUW[\M^MZa
TIZOM>18IQZKZIN\IK\]ITTaPI[\_W
[I\KWUKWVVMK\Q^Q\a[a[\MU[[MZ^MLJaI
surfboard radome and a bubble radome
NWZ3]WZ3IJIVLº
Tuning In

<PM_WZSQV^WT^MLQV[]KPITIZOM
UWLQNQKI\QWVQ[M`\MV[Q^MJ]\2IVKSM
XTIa[Q\LW_V¹1\PQVS\PM7-5
PI[INIZTIZOMZ\I[SºPMRWSM[
“From that perspective ours is just
I[UITTTWKITUWLQNQKI\QWVJ]\
\PM[\Z]K\]ZITQV\MOZQ\aIVL_PMZM
we place the antenna have to be

KIZMN]TTaMVOQVMMZMLIVLKITK]TI\ML
The aerodynamic load is typically
modelled on a computer and we also
PI^M\WKWV[QLMZQKQVOIVLJQZL[\ZQSM
¹<M[\QVONWZ\PMTI\\MZ^IZQM[
LMXMVLQVOWV_PM\PMZ\PMIV\MVVIQ[QVI
NWZ_IZLWZIN\TWKI\QWV?MKWV[QLMZ_PI\
would happen if the forward portion of
\PMZILWUM_I[LM[\ZWaML?W]TL\PM
IN\[MK\QWVZMUIQVQVXTIKM'?PI\_W]TL
PIXXMV\W\PMIV\MVVIQ\[MTN '5QOP\Q\JM
ripped away and hit the aircraft’s tail? For
JQZL[\ZQSM\M[\[_M][MIN][MTIOM[MK\QWV
typically cut from a scrapped aircraft and
MY]QXXML_Q\PIZILWUM·\PMa¼ZMXIZ\WN 
\PMKMZ\QÅKI\QWVZMY]QZMUMV\?M¼ZMR][\
VW_[MMQVO-);)IVL\PM.))IKKMX\QVO
computer simulation as an alternative to
XPa[QKITJQZL[\ZQSM\M[\QVOº1\¼[IVMٺWZ\
\aXQKITWN I^QI\QWV[INM\aZMY]QZMUMV\[
IVLKMZ\QÅKI\QWVXZWWÅVOIVQV[\ITTI\QWV
IOIQV[\IV]VTQSMTaaM\XW\MV\QITTa
KI\I[\ZWXPQKM^MV\0I[2IVKSMM^MZPMIZL
of such an incident? “No. There’s been
VWJQZL[\ZQSMWVITIZOMZILWUM\PI\1
know of.”
<PM;<+XZWKM[[JMOQV[_Q\PI
K][\WUMZZMY]QZMUMV\J]\\PMZM¼[I
LMOZMMWN KIZZaW^MZNZWUWVMIQZKZIN\
\aXMQV[\ITTI\QWV\WIVW\PMZ)5)+¼[
ÅZ[\2M\?I^M;<+_I[NWZ\PM!

IVLQ\[VM`\MY]QXXMLIJMNWZM
Q\UW^MLWV\W\PM)2IVKSM[Ia[
\PMZM¼[IXIZ\QK]TIZLM[QOVXPQTW[WXPa
NWZ*WMQVOIVL)QZJ][\aXM[J]\\PMZMIT
commonality between installations is in
\PM):16+![XMKQÅKI\QWV
¹1\_I[LM^MTWXML\WMVIJTM
QV\MZKPIVOMIJQTQ\aJM\_MMVTIZOM
IV\MVVI[IVL\PM3]IVL3I[a[\MU[
vendors all employ the standard to some
LMOZMM<PM):16+!KWVKMX\LMÅVM[
[M^MVÅ\\QVO[QVKT]LQVOIJI[MXTI\MNWZ
\PMIV\MVVIIVL[\MMZQVOI[[MUJTaIVL
a radome attached to the baseplate. The
OIXJM\_MMV\PM\_WQ[KTW[MLJaI[SQZ\
1\XZW^QLM[][_Q\PIOWWL[\IZ\QVOXWQV\
NWZM^MZa;<+
¹?PMV\PM;<+ZMO]TI\QWV[
_MZMLMÅVML-);)IVL\PM.))
IKSVW_TMLOML\PI\\PMZM_I[IJ][QVM[[
KI[MNWZIVWZOIVQ[I\QWVTQSM)5)+\W
UIZSM\;<+[\WW\PMZKWUXIVQM[?M
\PMZMNWZMLQ[\QVO]Q[PJM\_MMV[QVOTM
IVLU]T\QXTM;<+[#Q\UISM[[MV[MNWZ
][ILWX\\PMU]T\QXTM;<+KWVKMX\NWZ
our antenna installations and we build
\PI\ZMY]QZMUMV\QV\W\PMLI\IXIKSIOM
NWZMIKP1\UMIV[_MKIV[MTT\PMLI\I
XIKSIOM\PMQV[\ITTI\QWVXIKSIOM\WIVa
8IZ\WZOIVQ[I\QWVNWZIXXTQKI\QWV
I_IaNZWU)5)+?M¼^MIT[W[XMKQÅML
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a tool for the sheet metal work and it sits
ready in a transport container ready for
W\PMZ5:7[\W][Mº
<PM;<+[a[\MUIT[W_WZS[_MTT
JM\_MMVIQZKZIN\[]J\aXM[;QVKM\PI\ÅZ[\
!2M\?I^MIQZKZIN\)5)+PI[
_WZSMLWVQV[\ITTI\QWV[NWZIVL
 IQZNZIUM[QVMIKPKI[MIXXTaQVO
NWZIV;<+IUMVLUMV\ZI\PMZ\PIV
a completely new set of paperwork.
<PMIUMVLUMV\KW^MZ[LQٺMZMVKM[
JM\_MMVQV[\ITTI\QWV[QVKT]LQVOTWKI\QWV
since antenna position needs careful

.]VK\QWVITOZW]VLIVLÆQOP\\M[\QVO
IZMQV\MOZIT\WM^MZa;<+QVKT]LQVO
\PW[MKW^MZQVO[I\MTTQ\MKWUU]VQKI\QWV
MY]QXUMV\<PI\)5)+PI[\PM
KIXIJQTQ\a\WXMZNWZU\PQ[_WZSQV
PW][M[Ia[U]KPIJW]\Q\M[XMKQITTa
OQ^MV2IVKSM¼[I[[MZ\QWV\PI\IV\MVVI
installation represents such a small
XZWXWZ\QWVWN \PMW^MZITTJ][QVM[[;W
what else is involved?
¹.WZIÅZ[\;<+_MZMKSWVWV[Q`
_MMS[LW_V\QUMNWZ\PMIQZKZIN\J]\WVTa
\PZMM_MMS[NWZIVM`Q[\QVO;<+?MX]\

ARINC 791 provides a
specification applicable to all
large antenna installations.

?PMV\PM;<+ZMO]TI\QWV[_MZMLMÅVML-);)
IVL\PM.))IKSVW_TMLOML\PI\\PMZM_I[I
J][QVM[[KI[MNWZIVWZOIVQ[I\QWVTQSM)5)+\WUIZSM\
;<+[\WW\PMZKWUXIVQM[

KWV[QLMZI\QWV_Q\P^IZaQVON][MTIOM
TMVO\P[WI[VW\\WKI][MKMV\ZM
WN OZI^Q\aQ[[]M[1\PI[QUXWZ\IV\
KWV[MY]MVKM[NWZ\PM*WMQVO[I[Q\
LWM[NWZ\PM)!IVLM^MV\PM
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[KIٺWTLQVOITWVO[QLM\PMN][MTIOMIVL
_M¼^MJ]QT\W]ZW_V_WZSQVOXTI\NWZU
_PQKPOWM[IKZW[[\PM\WX1\MVIJTM[\_W
WZ\PZMMMVOQVMMZ[\W_WZSQVXIZITTMT
\ISQVO\PM\WWT[IVLUI\MZQIT[\PMaVMML
up with them.

Antenna installation is lofty
work, as proven here on an
A330 at AMAC’s Basel facility.

¹?MIT[WKTMIZ\PMKIJQVIZMIJMTW_
the antenna site and introduce a platform
NZWU_PQKPXMWXTMKIVZMIKP\PMN][MTIOM
KZW_V1\UMIV[W]Z[PMM\UM\IT_WZSMZ[
can operate inside and out simultaneously.
?MKWUXTM\M\PMRWJI[Mٻ
KQMV\TaI[
XW[[QJTMMI[QTaÅ\\QVOQ\_Q\PQV\PM
\QUM[KITMWN I+KPMKSJ]\_Q\PU]T\QXTM
;<+[Q\¼[LW_V\WPW_KTM^MZ\PM5:7
Q[QVXIKSIOQVO\PM\I[S[=T\QUI\MTa_M
ensure the work is completed within the
LW_V\QUMIOZMML_Q\P\PMK][\WUMZº
)V\MVVI[I[QLM\PMOMVMZI\QWVWN 
;<+[WV[XMKI[ILLQ\QWVITWٺMZQVO[\W
K][\WUMZ[IVLW\PMZ8IZ\[[MMU[I
potential money spinner for a company
WN )5)+¼[KIXIJQTQ\a2IVKSMLWM[VW\
entirely dismiss the concept but admits
\PM^WT]UMWN _WZSK]ZZMV\TaWKK]XaQVO
his department means he has no
resource available for such developments.
+WV^MZ[MTaPMXWQV\[\W_IZL[IVW\PMZ
;<+WN _PQKPPM¼[XIZ\QK]TIZTaXZW]L
KW^MZQVO\PMÅZ[\QV[\ITTI\QWVWN I
;UIZ\;SaIV\MVVI
¹;UIZ\;SaQ[JZIVLVM_IVL_M
had the opportunity to develop the
ÅZ[\QVLMXMVLMV\;<+NWZQ\;UIZ\;Sa
Q[VW_ZWTTQVOW]\Q\[IQZ\WOZW]VL
VM\_WZSIKPQM^QVOKWVVMK\Q^Q\a
\PZW]OPIVM_?Q.QTQSM\MKPVWTWOa
<PMKWUXIVaIKPQM^MLIV;<+NWZ
Q\[W_V\M[\IQZKZIN\J]\_MPIL\PM
WXXWZ\]VQ\a\WÅ\\PM[a[\MUWVI**2
][MLJa*WMQVOM`MK]\Q^M[IVLI[I
LMUWV[\ZI\WZ?MKWUXTM\ML\PM_WZS
last year but haven’t yet been able to test
\PMMY]QXUMV\?MIV\QKQXI\M[MVLQVO
I\MIU\W\PM=;QV2]VMWZ2]Ta\W
activate it – for us it represented an
M`KQ\QVOWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WJMQV^WT^ML_Q\P
IVM_\MKPVWTWOaI\\PMW]\[M\º1VNIK\
it’s a development that seems entirely
QVSMMXQVO_Q\P)5)+¼[;<+IVL
J][QVM[[XPQTW[WXPaQVOMVMZITQ

A-GROUP

| OLEG IVANOV

New Horizons for A-Group

D

escribing
A-Group’s
position in
the business
aviation market,
Public Relations
Manager Oleg Ivanov says: “We
have a strong lead, owning FBOs
in Moscow and St Petersburg, and
WٺMZQVOIVQVLQ^QL]ITIXXZWIKP\W
every passenger while adhering
to our core values: safety,
KWVÅLMV\QITQ\aIVLPQOPY]ITQ\a
service delivery.”
Through the second half of 2017 and
into the beginning of this year, A-Group
undertook a sizeable infrastructure
development programme in preparation
for the 2108 FIFA World Cup. With an
ITZMILaQVKZMI[QVOV]UJMZWN ÆQOP\[IVL
high demand for aircraft parking and
hangarage, the A-Group management
team decided to build a new business
and private aircraft apron at Moscow
Sheremetyevo International Airport.
The work is complete and the apron
ready to receive football stars and their
fans in June. With 26 aircraft parking
spaces, it’s close to the VIP terminal and
conveniently positioned for taxiway and
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Z]V_IaIKKM[[MV[]ZQVO\ISMWٺQVOWWL
order; a new hangar and A-Group’s
helipad are also close by. The 16,500m2
hangar complex accommodates up to
30 mid-size jets and the hangars are
equipped with modern utilities and failsafe security systems. They incorporate
[\WZIOM]VQ\[IVL\PMZMQ[IT[WWٻ
KM
space for airline representatives and
IQZÅMTL[MZ^QKM[
Meanwhile, the apron at the
company’s Pulkovo FBO at St Petersburg
PI[IT[W[MMV_WZSIVLVW_WٺMZ[
35 new parking spaces capable of
accommodating aircraft as large as the
Airbus A380.
Sheremetyevo

Sheremetyevo, Russia’s largest and
most developed airport, has received

multiple awards for its best-in-Europe
punctuality and service. It is also the
closest of Moscow’s airports to the
city centre and boasts the best access
– a pleasant drive along the new
high-speed M11 highway. Arrival by
helicopter is a more elegant option,
however, via the dedicated helipad
next door to the VIP terminal.
A-Group was the first FBO in Russia
to offer a helicopter transfer service.
Designed and built to the highest
standards, Sheremetyevo’s Terminal
A is believed to be the most modern
business aviation facility in Russia.
With an eye to the future, it facilitates
exceptional service for passengers and
crew, while customers regularly reach
their aircraft’s steps just a couple of
minutes after leaving their car, even
_PQTMKWUXM\QVOITT\PMXZMÆQOP\
formalities.
Bright with natural light, the spacious
PITT[WN \PMOZW]VLÆWWZPW][M\_W
check-in desks; two customs, border and
passport control booths, for departures
and arrivals; and a duty-free store.
<PMOW]ZUM\ZM[\I]ZIV\]X[\IQZ[WٺMZ[
XIVWZIUQK^QM_[WN \PMIQZÅMTLIVL
aircraft movements.

A-GROUP

Customers with urgent business
to complete have a choice of VIP
rooms, while the grand conference
room is equipped for press meetings,
XZM[MV\I\QWV[IVLJZQMÅVO[ITTWN 
which can be held in complete privacy.
Meanwhile, crews aren’t forgotten, since
all the amenities are available for them
to be rested and prepared ready for
ÆQOP\;PW_MZ[IVLKPIVOQVONIKQTQ\QM[
IZMI^IQTIJTMITWVO_Q\PNZMMKWٺMMIVL
access to all the information required for
XZMÆQOP\JZQMÅVO
Sheremetyevo also incorporates several
world-renowned network hotels, including
Radisson Blu, Sheraton, Novotel, Holiday
Inn and Park Inn, for customers spending
a little more time at the airport, while
A-Group’s FBO is fully integrated into
Q\[LIa\WLIa_WZSÆW_<PQ[QV\MOZI\QWV
ensures seamless slot allocation and the
JM[\XW[[QJTMÆQOP\X]VK\]ITQ\a
Pulkovo

A-Group’s St Petersburg terminal
celebrated its fifth anniversary in
March 2018. Known as Pulkovo
Terminal A, it was built in 1951 to
plans by architect Alexander Gegello,
then renovated for A-Group in 2013.
Historical design and details have
been carefully preserved, but at the
same time modern technologies

| OLEG IVANOV

cleaning, washing, towing, refuelling,
ground power supply, crew transport,
catering and supervisor services.
)/ZW]XQ[IK\]ITTa\PMWٻ
KQIT
provider of de-icing at Sheremetyevo
)QZXWZ\_Q\PIÆMM\WN [XMKQITQ[\
vehicles. Thus, it serves not only business
jets, but also airliners and freighters.
Football Test

ensuring comfort, safety and security
were installed. Today it offers spacious
lounges, meeting rooms and a large
conference room, impressively finished
in marble.
A dedicated helipad close to the
terminal makes for easy transfer between
helicopter and jet, with most rotary
ÆQOP\[PMILQVOW]\\W-[\WVQI.QVTIVL
Karelia or Latvia.
A-Group has two St Petersburg
hangars, capable of taking as many as
12 mid-size jets. The renewed apron is
suitable for aircraft as large as the Boeing
747 BBJ.
Handling with Care

5MM\QVOITTWKI\ML\ISMW\ٺQUM[Q[
particularly important and to minimise
delay, A-Group operates its own
ground handling, providing a full range
of services including de-icing and

Over 12 years of operations, A-Group
has built the largest business aviation
infrastructure in Russia and become
a serious and respected player in the
international market – it welcomes
business aviation professionals to visit
its EBACE booth at location B75, to
learn more about its operations and
what it has to offer.
Recognising that Russia will become
an international football mecca in June,
Nadezhda Turovskaya, A-Group’s Public
Relations and Marketing Director,
comments: “I’m proud that we have
a part in the 2018 FIFA World Cup, a
landmark event for our country. Our
customers will include honoured guests
^Q[Q\QVO\PMM^MV\.1.)Wٻ
KQIT[IVLWN 
course, teams. It will be a serious test
for our FBOs, and I’m certain that we’ll
deliver. At the same time, we’ll continue
QUXZW^QVO\PMY]ITQ\aIVLMٻ
KQMVKaWN 
our services.” Q
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AVINODE

| OLIVER KING

Avinode: Charting the
Path to Online Charter

I

t’s been just over a year since
Oliver King took over from
Niklas Berg as CEO of the
Avinode Group, becoming
\PMÅZ[\XMZ[WV_PW_I[V¼\I
founder of the company to
step into the role. His main challenge?
¹1VMML\WSMMX\PMMV\ZMXZMVM]ZQITÆIQZ
_Q\PQV\PMKWUXIVaº
1VXZIK\QKIT\MZU[3QVO[Ia[_PMV
PMZMXTIKML*MZOPM_I[TMN\_Q\P
»\PZMMKIZL[WV\PM\IJTM¼<PMÅZ[\
_I[\WKWV\QV]MOZW_QVO\PM)^QVWLM
marketplace globally, an achievement
3QVOJMTQM^M[Q[[WUM_PI\M^QLMVKMLJa
its recent US statistics.
.WZM`IUXTMQV\PM_MMS[TMILQVO]X
to Thanksgiving 2017, Avinode reported
IV  OZW_\PQVZMY]M[\[[MV\QV\PM
US compared to the previous year. At
that point (November), the company
PILITZMILa[MMVZMY]M[\[NZWU=;
J]aMZ[\W[MTTMZ[OZW_UWZM\PIV 
year-on-year.
/MWXWTQ\QKITNIK\WZ[UMIVOZW_\PQV
Asia and Latin America has proved less
MٺWZ\TM[[3QVOM`XTIQV["¹)[QIPI[\]ZVML
out to be an ‘interesting’ market for us,
IVL1][M\PI\_WZLQV\PM*ZQ\Q[P[MV[M
Reports of the massive expansion that
_I[\WKWUM_MZMOZMI\TaM`IOOMZI\ML·
_PI\_M¼^MPILQV[\MILQ[I[\MILa
J]\UWLMZI\MIVV]ITOZW_\PQV
activity in the region.
“One of its largest
markets, China, is very
KWV[\ZIQVML0W_M^MZ
other markets around
Asia, such as Thailand
and Indonesia, have
proven very successful.
What Avinode has
played a role in doing
is making the demand
that exists in the US
and Europe visible to
operators pioneering
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QV\PW[MUIZSM\[<PI\_Ia\PMaKIV
[MZ^MQV\MZVI\QWVITKTQMV\[_PWUIaJM
coming in commercially on a long-haul
ÆQOP\IVL\ZaQVO\WXQKS]XXZQ^I\MRM\[
NWZ[PWZ\MZ\ZQX[IKZW[[\PMZMOQWVº
)VL)^QVWLM¼[_WZSQ[JMQVOVW\QKML
In 2017, the Asian Business Aviation
)[[WKQI\QWV)[*))I_IZLML\PM
company the title ‘Best Business Service
8ZW^QLMZ¼I\Q\[1KWV[WN )^QI\QWVI_IZL[
IVLQ\[J][QVM[[Q[OZW_QVOKWV[QLMZIJTa
During ABACE in April this year,
)^QVWLMIVVW]VKML\PI\ZMY]M[\[
for arrivals into Asian airports made
through its platform rose by 43% from
 !JM\_MMV)XZQTIVL5IZKP
\W!NWZ)XZQT\W5IZKP
 :MY]M[\[NWZLMXIZ\]ZM[NZWU)[QI
IT[W[I_I PQSM

Interestingly, China overtook India
to become the second most popular
destination for arrivals in Asia in terms
WN LWUM[\QKKPIZ\MZ\ZQX[ZMY]M[\ML
\PZW]OP)^QVWLM_Q\PZMY]M[\[]X
70.6% across the aforementioned period.
For domestic departures, Chinese
airports climbed from the fourth to the
ÅZ[\UW[\ZMY]M[\MLQV)[QI_Q\PZMY]M[\[
UWZM\PIVLW]JTQVONZWU \W
-T[M_PMZM3QVOIKSVW_TMLOM[4I\QV
America is the third largest market in
\PM_WZTLNWZJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV0MVW\M[
\PI\)^QVWLMPILIVWٻ
KMQV*ZIbQTI\
WVMXWQV\J]\_PMVMKWVWUQK\MV[QWV[·
[XMKQÅKITTaQV*ZIbQTIVL)ZOMV\QVI·TML
to a contraction of the industry, Avinode
decided to reduce its presence.
King doesn’t see this as a major
concern, since his company is focusing
on much more than the geographical
OZW_\PWN \PM)^QVWLMUIZSM\XTIKM1\
ZMKMV\TaQLMV\QÅMLIZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKM
)1I[WVMWN \PM»JQbI^\MKP\ZMVL[
\W_I\KPQV ¼IVLPI[JMMV
M`XMZQUMV\QVO_Q\PPW_Q\KW]TLQUXZW^M
Q\[WٺMZQVOQV\PI\ZMOIZL
¹)1ZMY]QZM[UI[[Q^MTWIL[WN LI\I4I[\
[]UUMZ_MPILIJW]\ZMY]M[\[
for charter through the marketplace
globally, and you need to be at that level
WN ^WT]UM\WUISM)1_WZ\P_PQTM?M¼^M
PILWVMWZ\_WWN W]ZW_V».ML-`
LIa[¼_PQKPQ[_PMV\MKPVWTWOa
KWUXIVQM[ITTW_\PMQZMUXTWaMM[
\W_WZSWV_PI\\PMa\PQVSQ[
interesting from a technology point
WN ^QM_1V\PMTI[\aMIZ_M¼^MPIL
experiments looking at empty-leg
pricing, making recommendations
JI[MLWV_PMZM[WUMJWLa
has investigated chartering an
aircraft or delivering additional
QVNWZUI\QWV_PMZMIVWXMZI\WZ
PI[ZMRMK\MLIZMY]M[\\W[MM
if they might re-consider
their decision.

AVINODE

¹<PM[MIZMIZMI[_PMZM_M¼ZM\ISQVO
JIJa[\MX[\W[MM_PI\_MKIVLW
JMKI][M\PQ[_PWTMIZMIQ[QVQ\¼[QVNIVKa
1\PQVSQ\_QTTJMI_PQTMJMNWZMaW][MM
the kind of movie-level AI behind the
[KMVM[ITTW_QVOaW]\WJWWSIÆQOP\J]\
1_W]TLV¼\JM[]ZXZQ[MLQN _M¼ZM\PMZMQV
ILMKILMJMKI][MITW\WN _PI\aW]¼ZM
looking for could be managed by AI in
\MZU[WN XZWL]KQVO\PMWX\QWV[º
Despite being a technology company,
Avinode is keen to make sure its platform
ITTW_[][MZ[\WLMTQ^MZIPQOPTM^MTWN 
customer service, something it has prided
Q\[MTN WVNWZ\PMTI[\aMIZ[¹1_W]TL
be very surprised if the industry does not
remain multi-channel throughout my
_WZSQVOOMVMZI\QWVQV\MZU[WN ITTW_QVO
customers to look for charter on a mobile
device, PC or on the phone.
“The phone is still pretty important in
terms of delivering service, particularly

_PMVXMWXTMITZMILaPI^MIVM`Q[\QVO
ZMTI\QWV[PQX_Q\PIVWXMZI\WZWZJZWSMZ1
think the London Biggin Hill to Nicetype segment is certainly very ripe to
have a high percentage of bookings
\ISQVOXTIKMWVIUWJQTMWZI_MJ[Q\M
but as you come out of that segment
the complexity drastically increases and
\PI\¼[_PMV1\PQVS[WUMWN \PMOWWLWTL
fashioned voice servicing comes into play.
“Also, just because somebody is
talking to a broker over the phone, it
doesn’t mean that the technology or
the process the agent is using to service
the customer has stayed the same. The
industry has been very paper driven
over the years, but the same tools and
systems that have been developed to
deliver a front-end digital experience for
customers can be increasingly applied
JMPQVL\PM[KMVM[\W[QUXTQNa\PM_Ia
a journey is organised by the broker or

| OLIVER KING

operator on their behalf. Just because you
don’t see it, it doesn’t mean there’s not a
ZM^WT]\QWVPIXXMVQVOJMPQVL\PM[KMVM[º
Payment Options

8IaUMV\Q[WVMIZMIQV_PQKP)^QVWLM
has innovated to be rid of the
traditional paper trail. At NBAA in
2016, the company launched PayNode,
_PQKPQ\Q[UIZSM\QVOI[»\PM_WZTL¼[
ÅZ[\MVL\WMVLXIaUMV\XTI\NWZU
KZMI\ML[XMKQÅKITTaNWZOTWJITJ][QVM[[
I^QI\QWV¼<PM[MZ^QKMITTW_[K][\WUMZ[
\WXIaLQZMK\TaNWZKPIZ\MZÆQOP\[][QVO
IKZMLQ\KIZL#OQ^QVO\PQ[VM_J][QVM[[
\PMKIZMIVLI\\MV\QWVQ\VMML[\WOZW_
_I[\PM[MKWVLKIZL3QVO[Ia[*MZOTMN\
on the table for him.
8Ia6WLMJMKIUMI^IQTIJTMQV5M`QKW
QV5IaJMNWZMJMQVOZWTTMLW]\
across Europe in June. When asked if
\PMZM_I[ILQٺMZMVKMQV\PM_Ia\PM
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| OLIVER KING

[MZ^QKM_I[JMQVO][MLIKZW[[\PM»XWVL¼
3QVOZMXTQML"¹<PMZMPI[JMMVILQٺMZMV\
ZMIK\QWVIZMIK\QWV\PI\_MIV\QKQXI\ML
In the US market, a much higher
percentage of air charter is paid for
_Q\PIKZMLQ\KIZL1V-]ZWXM\PI\Q[VW\
\PMKI[M·Q\¼[IU]KPTIZOMZXMZKMV\IOM
XIaQVO_Q\P_QZM\ZIV[NMZWZJIVS\W
bank payments.
“We did a very soft launch because
_MIV\QKQXI\ML\PI\IVL_M¼ZMK]ZZMV\Ta
_WZSQVO_Q\P?WZTL.QZ[\\WJ]QTLW]\
IVLLMTQ^MZIVMTMK\ZWVQK_QZM[WT]\QWV
?M¼ZM_WZSQVO_Q\PTIZOMZWXMZI\WZ[
and brokers in the European sector to
]VLMZ[\IVLIVL_WZS\PZW]OP_PI\\PMQZ
needs are.
¹5W[\XIaUMV\Q[IXIQVXWQV\
JMKI][M_PMVaW]¼ZMQV\PM_QZM
environment you have to almost
constantly refresh your bank account
\W[MM_PM\PMZ\PM\ZIV[IK\QWVPI[JMMV
received so that you can go to the pilot
and give them the go-ahead. That’s
VW\IVMٻ
KQMV\UWLMTIVL[W_M¼ZM
_WZSQVOWVUISQVOQ\IU]KPUWZM
I]\WUI\MLM`XMZQMVKMº
)^QVWLMQ[aM\\WZMTMI[MQ\[_QZM
transfer product, but King says certain
companies are about to begin a beta
testing period, so they can provide
feedback and help improve the service
JMNWZMQ\[Wٻ
KQITZWTTW]\
After some initial exploration,
)^QVWLMLMKQLMLKZaX\WK]ZZMVKQM[_MZM
a less important area of focus. “I think
\PQ[Q[I[XIKM_PMZMITW\_QTTPIXXMV
As visibility and regulation comes in, I
\PQVSM^MZaJWLa_QTTMVL]XWٺMZQVOI
cryptocurrency as part of their payment
XWZ\NWTQWJ]\_MNMT\I\\PQ[[\IOMQ\_I[
too early for us.
“We’ve been talking to customers
and by and large there’s been almost
bMZWZMY]M[\WZLMUIVLNWZQ\1[][XMK\
\PI\ITWVO_Q\PITIZOMXWZ\QWVWN 
\PM_WZTL[WUMWN W]ZKTQMV\[PI^M
bought a single cryptocurrency just to
XIZ\QKQXI\MIVL[MMPW_Q\_WZS[/Q^MV
that, I don’t think it represents a serious
K]ZZMVKaNWZ][aM\º
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SchedAero

The third card left on King’s
\IJTM_I[\PMOZW_\PWN Q\[=;
based fleet management company,
SchedAero, into a product relevant for
increasingly large US operators. It’s
safe to say King has been delivering
WV\PQ[_Q\P;KPML)MZWZMTMI[QVO
300 updates during 2017 alone.
6M_NMI\]ZM[NZWUTI[\aMIZQVKT]LM
PayNode integration and automatic
N]MTZMY]M[\[NWZUMUJMZ[¼UW[\
common airports.
Based on customer feedback, in 2018
SchedAero is planning to strengthen its
Pilot Compliance capability, develop
\PMÅZ[\;KPML)MZW)81[WQ\KIVJM
QV\MOZI\ML_Q\PW\PMZIXXTQKI\QWV[IVL
QV\MOZI\M,WK][QOVQV\WQ\[WٺMZQVO\W
bring an end to printing, scanning and
manually signing a document.
)_IaNZWU\PMLM^MTWXUMV\WN 
Q\[W_VXZWL]K\[IVL[MZ^QKM[3QVO
reveals Avinode is also thinking about
\PMJQOOMZXQK\]ZM_PMVQ\KWUM[\W\PM
development of the business aviation
industry. “At the moment there’s a lot of

LQ[K][[QWVIJW]\PW_aW]IK\]ITTaUISM
collaboration across the industry a more
Mٻ
KQMV\XZWKM[[
“The numbers of manual interactions
ZMY]QZML\WOM\IXZQ^I\MRM\W\ٺPM
ground is very high. It still involves a
mixture of emails, telephone calls and
even faxes in some instances. A lot of
\PI\Q[QVNWZUI\QWVUW^QVOJIKS_IZL[
IVLNWZ_IZL[JM\_MMVLQٺMZMV\XZW^QLMZ[
I[I\ZQX_WZS[Q\[_Ia\PZW]OPNZWUI
JWWSQVO\WIÆQOP\\PI\¼[JMQVOM`MK]\ML
¹?MJMTQM^M_MKIVXTIaIZWTMVW\
JaW]Z[MT^M[J]\_Q\PW\PMZJ][QVM[[
aviation companies, in getting an
electronic backbone to run across
multiple players in the industry across
_PQKPQVNWZUI\QWVKIVJMZ]V]XIVL
LW_V-^MZaWVM_W]TLJMVMÅ\NZWU\PM
LMTQ^MZaWN IVMٻ
KQMV\MTMK\ZWVQK_WZS
ÆW_?MIZMX]\\QVO[WUMWN W]ZMVMZOa
QV\W[MMQVO_PI\_MKIVLWQV\MZU[WN I
KWV\ZQJ]\QWV\PMZMº
That’s some real blue sky thinking,
J]\_PI\¼[VM`\NWZKPIZ\MZ\MKPVWTWOa'
?Q\PQVL][\ZaXTIaMZ[JMOQVVQVO\WWٺMZ
instantaneous pricing on shorter, simpler
journeys, King says the next logical step
is to combine the instantaneous pricing
_Q\P\PMNMI[QJQTQ\a\PI\[Ia[»aM[\PQ[
ÆQOP\KIVWXMZI\M¼IVL»aM[1PI^M\PM
[KPML]TMKIXIKQ\a\WLMTQ^MZ\PQ[ÆQOP\¼
¹;WT^QVOJW\PWN \PW[M\_W_W]TL
actually prime our industry for its next
_I^MWN OZW_\P?PMVaW]KIV\Z]Ta
get your product in a digital, repeatable
form, you then have the ability to
[KITM^MZaY]QKSTa7^MZ\PMVM`\
\WaMIZ[_PMV)^QVWLM_W]TLJM
aMIZ[WTLI[IKWUXIVa\PI\¼[_PMZM
1PWXM_M_QTTPI^MOW\\W<PI\_QTTJM
OZMI\NWZ\PMQVL][\Zaº
)^QVWLMPI[KWUMITWVO_Ia[QVKM
Q\_I[NW]VLMLJa6QSTI[*MZO_Q\P\_W
NMTTW_NZM[PNIKMLOZIL]I\M[\]LMV\[8MZ
5IZ\PQV[[WVIVL6QKTI[?MVVMZPWTU_Q\P
IXTIV\WWٺMZIVIQZ\I`QJ][QVM[[IKZW[[
-]ZWXM][QVO_PWTTaW_VMLMUMZOQVO
[]XMZTQOP\RM\[1N Q\[ÅZ[\aMIZ[WN 
existence is anything to go by, it might just
achieve everything they hoped to. Q

Speed is of the essence with Daher’s TBM 910 and TBM 930. Cruising at a maximum
330 kts., they travel continental distances rapidly and efficiently. The ultimate in
cockpit technology is now enhanced by the Me & My TBM app, enabling pilots to
quickly analyze ﬂight and maintenance data on smartphones, while also connecting
them to the community of TBM aviators and Daher’s worldwide TBM support network.

Speak to a Daher TBM expert: (Americas) +1(954) 993-8477 (International) +33 5 62 41 77 88
www.tbm.aero
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Magellan Jets
Safe, Specific, Superior Service

J

ust a decade ago, Joshua
Hebert established
Magellan Jets with the
aim of changing the
private travel experience
through a purely private,
personalised customer
approach and unwavering
commitment to safety.
Hebert began his career in investment
banking on Wall Street at Shearson
Lehman Brothers, moving on to Sand
Brothers and then Paine Webber (today
UBS). He subsequently transitioned to
advertising, leading the marketing team
at America City Business Journals.
In 2000, he founded Jets.com, an
online auction for bizjet charter prior
to the rise of technology in the private
aviation space. Eight years later he sold
the company and founded Magellan
Jets, melding his passion for aviation and
ÅVIVKQIT[I^^a0Q[M`XMZ\Q[MQVJ][QVM[[
start-ups, transformations, search engine
optimisation, and marketing has enabled
him to grow Magellan Jets into the brand
it is today.
The company has been recognised
in the Inc. 5000 list of Fastest Growing
Private Companies in America, Boston
Business Journal’s Pacesetters (now Fast
50) list, and as one of SmartCEO’s
Future 50. Launch of the One Way Leg
;MIZKPIXX\PMÅZ[\WVTQVMXZWOZIU
enabling clients to manage their travel
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with one device, is among Hebert’s most
innovative accomplishments.
EVA caught up with him at Magellan’s
Quincy, Massachusetts headquarters.
How were you introduced to
XZQ^I\MÆaQVO'
I had a customer in the advertising
business who owned a couple of
private planes. His son was creating the
technology for a reverse-type auction
for business aviation and asked me to
run the sales and marketing. I saw an
WXXWZ\]VQ\a"UaÅZ[\KPIVKM\WJMKWUM
a partner, get equity in and grow a
company. It was a risk to leave a full\QUM_MTTXIQLRWJ_Q\PJMVMÅ\[NWZI
\_WXMZ[WV[\IZ\]XJ]\Q\_I[UaÅZ[\
step into entrepreneurship and proved to
be worth it.
We grew the company together, at a
time when people were really friendly
to private aviation. We were the only
company with an online portal where
customers could get quotes and so we
grew rather fast. When I left it was
about $40 million I think – I retired for a
year and a half based on non-competes
and non-disclosures, and then started
Magellan Jets with Anthony Tivnan.
AW]NW]VLML5IOMTTIV2M\[QV 
KWV[QLMZMLJaUIVa\WJM\PM_WZ[\
XW[[QJTM\QUM?PaLQLaW][\IZ\
\PMV'

1[I_ITW\WN QVMٻ
KQMVKQM[7VM
of the big parts of my job at my
prior company was to go out and see
customers, retain relationships and put
W]\ÅZM[QN \PMZM_MZMQ[[]M[1IT[WPMIZL
what people really wanted in a product.
I built a business plan around eight years
of what customers had been telling me
they wanted; but we couldn’t achieve
that at my previous company. I realised
customers were complaining about jet
services because of the economic crisis
and the suppliers couldn’t spend as much
money as they thought they should.
?MWٺMZML[]XMZQWZ[MZ^QKM[#I[VM_
people came into the business we grew,
every year, while everyone else was
shrinking. So, what company did people
want to do business with? The one that
was growing and adding services, talent
and people, or one that was shrinking and
TW[QVO[MZ^QKM['?MIT[WWٺMZMLPQOPMZ
safety standards than the competition,
spearheading some of the most
comprehensive guidelines for aircraft and
operator safety in the industry.
0W_LQLaW]UISMQ\_WZSIVL
_PI\¼[\PM[MKZM\\WaW]ZKWV\QV]ML
[]KKM[['
I think the secret to success is the
people you hire, the culture. We have
15,000sqft with 12ft ceilings. We designed
W]ZWٻ
KM_Q\PM^MZa\PQVOWVI_QVLW_
line. The kitchen is the biggest room in
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W]ZWٻKMIVLQ\¼[WVI_QVLW_TQVM?M
have games and beer fridges, golf, TVs
M^MZa_PMZMNW]ZWZÅ^MJQOKWVNMZMVKM
rooms, but then we also have small
thinkpad conference rooms. It’s about
keeping the people that you work with
happy, which isn’t always easy. But if
they’re happy, the customer can be happy.
)VW\PMZQUXWZ\IV\I[XMK\Q[W]ZÆQOP\
support department, which handles all
W]ZUMUJMZ[·ITT\PM[\IٺIZMTQKMV[ML
FAA pilots. Most companies hire service
people from the Four Seasons or the Ritz
– great service people – and train them
in aviation. We hire pilots and teach
them service. We think it’s important for
them to really understand aviation safety
when they’re talking to pilots and looking
I\ÆQOP\[
?PI\_I[aW]ZQV\MV\QWVNWZ
5IOMTTIV2M\['
Never to sell anything, but always to
PMTXW]ZK][\WUMZ[ÅVL\PMJM[\XZQ^I\M

travel solution, even if that meant pointing
them in another direction. It’s helped us
build and maintain trust over the years.
When we were starting the company,
there was a year when we didn’t speak to
customers. They’d call and ask if I could
help them out and I’d say, “Unfortunately,
not. I’ll give you a call when we are equal
to or better than everyone else that you are
doing business with.”
<PMRM\[5IOMTTIVWٺMZ[IZMW_VML
IVLWXMZI\MLJa\PQZLXIZ\QM[
0W_LWaW]MV[]ZM\PMaUI\KP\PM
[\IVLIZL[WN [INM\aIVL[MZ^QKM
aW]ZK][\WUMZ[M`XMK\'
We use two third-party auditing
agencies, Wyvern and Argus, and there
are probably 5,000 operators to whom
we have access. Last year we only used
80 and, based on our safety standards,
we could only use about 120.
We make sure pilots have the proper
time in type and time in total. We’re

| JOSHUA HEBERT

passionate about both – we need 300 hours
QV\aXMIVLPW]Z[\W\IT1\¼[LQٻK]T\
M[XMKQITTa_Q\P\PMXQTW\[PWZ\IOM\WÅVL
[]Q\IJTaY]ITQÅMLXQTW\[<PMW\PMZ\PQVO
is that we have an insurance policy under
which we have to adhere to our safety
standards or lose the policy.
)ZMaW]MVOIOMLQVIKWV[\IV\
I]LQ\QVOXZWKM[[\WKPMKSaW]Z
[]XXTQMZ[¼[\IVLIZL['
We are. We have one gentleman in
our Preferred Network department and
that’s solely what he does. We also vet
operators on a daily basis. Todd Weeber,
W]ZLQZMK\WZWN ÆQOP\[]XXWZ\PI[
15,000 hours in Citation X training. He
IVLM^MZaJWLaMT[MQVÆQOP\[]XXWZ\IZM
all about aviation and safety. We’ve been
doing that for almost 19 years and never
had an incident. We’re not the cheapest,
but we are certainly the safest.
,WaW][MMXMWXTMUW^QVOI_Ia

;=55-:
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NZWURM\W_VMZ[PQX[\W_IZL[
KPIZ\MZWZKIZLPWTLMZUMUJMZ[PQX'
Depending on their routings and how
U]KP\PMaÆaXMZaMIZW_VQVOIRM\Q[
not appropriate for most people and we
think membership is the way. We look for
customers who already own a plane. Let’s
say they have a G450 and their business
partner needs it but it’s down in Florida;
then it’s down for maintenance 25% of
the year or everybody wants to use it on
the busiest days… Instead, you buy a
50-hour card on a G450 with us.
7VMWN W]ZLQٺMZMV\QI\WZ[Q[\PI\_M¼ZM
RM\[XMKQÅK1N aW]_IV\I/_M¼TT
always give you one. Something I found
is that when someone buys a BMW, they
want to drive a BMW. They don’t want
want it, then you don’t pay for it. It’s a
a Mercedes because they’re not used to
huge feature of our company and a big
it. That’s why people who own planes
reason people come to us.
usually come to us, because we’re one of
NM_RM\[XMKQÅKKWUXIVQM[
?PMZMLWaW][MM\PM\MKPVWTWOaWN 
0W_ÆM`QJTMQ[5IOMTTIV\W
K][\WUMZ[MZ^QKMOWQVO'
I think the bigger, better companies
QVKZMI[QVOLMUIVL'
We’re over-infrastructured and always will have less AI than everybody’s talking
have been. We could probably increase
about and more people, because people
sales or revenue by a 100% today and
want to talk to people. Look at the
not need to add another person.
banking world: it got so big you could
never get a person on the phone. Now
<PM=;Q[aW]ZXZQUIZaUIZSM\J]\ we have personal bankers coming into
_PI\\ZMVL[IZMaW][MMQVOQV)[QI'
\PMWٻ
KMM^MZa\PZMM_MMS[IK\QVOTQSM
We did a lot of work in China for
they’re the bank down the street. I think
IJW]\\_WaMIZ[IVLNW]VL\PMLQٺMZMV\
technology plays a huge part internally
level of service there compared to the US IVLM`\MZVITTa\WUISMQ\KWUNWZ\IJTMNWZ
a problem. There are also substantially
the customer, but it should be 25% of the
fewer aircraft than in the US, but the
[MZ^QKMJMVMÅ\[WN \PI\KWUXIVa# 
major problem in Asia is the lack of
should be coming from people.
airports, although the region’s charter
<PQVSQVOIJW]\\PM[MVQWZ
market is still growing.
UIVIOMUMV\\MIU_PI\_W]TLaW]
0W_LWIXX[Å\QV\W\PM5IOMTTIV
[IaQ[\PMLZQ^QVOXI[[QWV'
I think we’re all fascinated by
J][QVM[[UWLMT'
?MPILW]ZÅZ[\IXXQV\PMQ<]VM[
aviation/private aviation because it’s a
store in 2011. Now we also have our
N]VKWWT[M`aJ][QVM[[IVLQ\KWV\QV]M[
Global Card web app. It enables
to change. But what we also really love
K][\WUMZ[\W[XMKQNa\PMKIZLIVLJMVMÅ\[ is growth. We’ve grown on average 36%
they actually want – customers don’t
over the last ten years. Our management
_IV\WZKIZMIJW]\ITW\WN \PMJMVMÅ\[
team doesn’t mind solving issues. They
XZW^QLMZ[\aXQKITTaWٺMZJ]\\PMaXIaNWZ don’t mind change. I’m getting older
them. In our programme, if you don’t
and kind of get sick of change, but my
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management team says change is good
and that’s a high for me.
0W_LWaW]XMZKMQ^M\PM[\I\MWN \PM
J][QVM[[>18I^QI\QWVUIZSM\'
We’re just one of the industry
XTIaMZ[XZWJIJTaQV\PM\WXÅ^MJQOOM[\
companies in this space, and every year
we see growth. There’s a lot of room in
the sky and a lot of congestion on the
roads. The other thing is that even the
operating costs of a VLJ are high. But
our biggest worry is that we’ll have a
pilot shortage. It’s a serious issue.
I see planes becoming more
autonomous and while I don’t think
we’ll have planes with no pilots in the
VM`\Å^MaMIZ[1LW\PQVS\PMZMUQOP\JM
KPIZ\MZÆQOP\[_Q\PWVTaWVMXQTW\1TQSM
the redundancy of two, so I don’t see us
going there anytime soon.
?PI\Q[5IOMTTIV2M\[LWQVO\W
KMTMJZI\MQ\[\MV\PIVVQ^MZ[IZa'
?M¼ZMWٺMZQVOITQUQ\MLV]UJMZWN 
special 10-hour jet cards, available in the
last ten days of each quarter. It’s a nice
way for people to try out our service,
because the threshold of our space is
usually 25 hours. And we’re launching
[WUMZMITTaM`KQ\QVOXIZ\VMZ[PQX[QVI
series of events, including one with Worth
Avenue Yachts. We’re doing promotions
with them throughout the year.
?PI\¼[KWUQVOQV\PMVM`\LMKILM'
We’re talking with a company
similar to Uber. I can’t tell you their
name because we’re under NDA, but
we’re talking about doing a strategic
XIZ\VMZ[PQXQV\PMVM`\KW]XTMWN UWV\P[
and looking at drone companies that
we really like. We see the future being
in drones. Magellan is not just a private
jet company, it’s also a transportation
company. With the arrival of drones,
our life is going to become way more
transactional on the transportation side.
For the last year, a good 25% of our
conversations were about how we help
consumers with drone transportation. Q
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Global Jet:
Bjorn Naberhuis,
Global Jet Vice President
for Business Development
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Dassault’s Falcon
series takes a
prominent position
within Global Jet’s
managed fleet,
which is nonetheless
surprisingly varied.
Aurélien Bergot/Global Jet

stablished in 1999/2000,
Geneva-based Global Jet has
_MI\PMZML\PZMMÅVIVKQIT
KZQ[M[_PQTMUIQV\IQVQVO
OZW_\P*RWZV6IJMZP]Q[
>QKM8ZM[QLMV\NWZ*][QVM[[
,M^MTWXUMV\IVLIaMIZ^M\MZIV_Q\P\PM
KWUXIVa[Ia[Q\[[]KKM[[Q[LW_V\WPW_Q\
\ISM[KIZMWN Q\[KTQMV\[¹1\¼[IJW]\TWWSQVO
IN\MZ\PMMTQ\MWN \PMMTQ\MVW\R][\[IaQVO
aW]¼ZM\PMJM[\J]\JMQVO\PMJM[\IVLVM^MZ
[IaQVOVW]VTM[[ÆQOP\[INM\aQ[IٺMK\ML
“We have an open-door policy, which means
everyone, including senior management and the
founders, has worked directly with clients. As we’ve
grown we’ve assembled teams and departments,
but we still see people who were here at the very
JMOQVVQVO_WZSQVOPIZLQV\PMWٻ
KM#[WUM\QUM[
even harder than the rest of us – which is admirable
and contributes to the continuous development and
growth of the company – it shows that Global Jet
management really cares.
“For us it’s not only about managing an aircraft,
which today is more and more challenging to do,
it’s still mainly about managing clients. Customers
are unlikely to stay with one aircraft their whole life,
they’ll have their ups and downs and we’ll adapt to
that. Whenever we’ve seen an economic downturn,
W]ZUIVIOMUMV\PI[IT_Ia[ÅT\MZML\W][»<PQVSWN 
the future, think long term. Clients may look to buy
IVIQZKZIN\_PMV\PMa¼^MXZM^QW][TaKPIZ\MZML<PMa
might want to go smaller, or bigger, but whatever
happens, we’ll be trying to keep them with to us.’”
)[ILQZMK\ZM[]T\/TWJIT2M\UIVIOM[ LQٺMZMV\
aircraft types, with a willingness to take on more.
It generates obvious maintenance and training
challenges that Naberhuis readily acknowledges.
“People say it’s not really a clever way to work. And
it’s true in a way, it makes for a complex operation
and there’s a reason why we aren’t the cheapest, but
then again, we can handle anything. If a BBJ2 client
decides to buy a Mustang, we can manage it. If a
Mustang owner wants a new aircraft, we’re likely to
ITZMILaPI^M\PM\aXMQVW]ZÆMM\_M¼TTPI^MPILQ\
in the past, or we’ll simply adapt. We’ve developed
XMZPIX[\PMUW[\LQٻ
K]T\_IaWN LWQVOJ][QVM[[NWZ
ourselves, but for the client we’re the best, because we
always have the answer.
“Many of our clients, just like the company,
which started out as a charter-only operation,
don’t have an aircraft at all. Historically, if they

| BJORN NABERHUIS

do step up to ownership, we manage the aircraft
for them. As regulatory control has tightened, it’s
JMKWUMQVKZMI[QVOTaLQٻ
K]T\NWZ[UITTMZKWUXIVQM[
\WUIVIOMIQZKZIN\_PQTM_M¼^MM^WT^ML\WWٺMZVW\
only management, but also purchasing advice and
help with cabin design, so our clients don’t have to
go anywhere else.
¹?PMZM_MLQٺMZNZWUUIVaKWUXM\Q\WZ[Q[
that we outsource our maintenance and handling
to other organisations. We’re also one of the
few companies that’s not married to particular
providers. If a client wants to use a certain handler
QV6M_AWZSIVLLQٺMZMV\XZW^QLMZQV-]ZWXM
that’s not a problem. We’ll have company-preferred
providers, but it’s the client who decides. Ultimately,
we know exactly what’s required, but leave it up
to our fellow professionals.” We audit our service
providers on a regular basis, keeping their work with
our clients up to our standards.
In-house Expertise

Although Naberhuis says Global Jet is content
to leave handling and maintenance to other
organisations, the company retains a wealth of
experience and expertise in-house. Almost a
dozen maintenance managers ensure its aircraft
are kept in perfect condition, while several
members of the management team have been
with Global Jet for many years and amassed
huge frontline experience.
¹<PQ[JZQVO[ZMITJMVMÅ\\WW]ZKTQMV\[4M\¼[[Ia
we have someone who wants to charter a Phenom
300, for example, and the operator says it’ll do the
trip non-stop. Our operations experts might say,
»?M¼^M][ML\PW[MIQZKZIN\IVLVWV[\WXQ[WVTa  
guaranteed.’ We have the deep product knowledge
required to give accurate advice and answers.
¹<PMKWUXIVaPI[P]OMSVW_PW_P]OM
experience and a name that is representable.
Whenever I speak to a client I can be proud of what
Global Jet’s done in the past and give honest, expert
opinions. Because we aren’t linked to any particular
7-5WZXZW^QLMZ_MLWV¼\[Ia_PQKPUIV]NIK\]ZMZ
is better than another, we just advise on what’s best
for each client.
¹*]\_MKIVIT[W][MW]Z»XW[Q\QWV¼1N _M[MM
WVM7-5XZW^QLQVOOZMI\K][\WUMZ[]XXWZ\IVL
IVW\PMZNITTQVOJMPQVL_MKIV[Ia»0MaO]a[
look at this.’ And it’s because of this openness
and expertise that people respect us and recognise
Global Jet as unique.”
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Of course, what really keeps the
folk at Global Jet busy is satisfying their
K][\WUMZ[¼VMML\WÆa¹)KTQMV\UQOP\KITT
JMKI][M\PMa_IV\\WÆa\WUWZZW_IVL
we start planning immediately. If it’s to
ILM[\QVI\QWV_MPI^MV¼\ÆW_V\WJMNWZM
there’ll be a series of emails and calls to
check and double check various aspects,
along with constant interaction as we keep
the client up to date, with a crew change
perhaps, or an airport that’s closed.
¹7V\PMLIaWN \PMÆQOP\_MJZQMN \PM
_PWTM\MIUKWVVMK\QVOITTW]ZWٻ
KM[
into Geneva by video call. We brief on
weather and other operational aspects for
\PMMV\QZM/TWJIT2M\ÆMM\IVLKPIZ\MZML
aircraft. It means we can pre-advise
clients if it’s going to be very foggy in
4WVLWVWZ\PM_QV\MZ_MI\PMZQ[OWQVO
to cause issues in Moscow, and we can
prepare by loading extra fuel and revising
ÆQOP\XTIV[
“It’s crucial to delivering our service.
.WZ_PI\M^MZZMI[WVW]ZKTQMV\[IZMÆaQVO
they need to reach their destination at
the time they planned. I never think
about whether they’re meeting someone
important or just traveling for leisure. It’s
important they’re on time – one minute
late for an appointment and they might
miss out on a deal or a political decision
for their country. So, whatever the client
or destination, whether they choose a
Mustang or a BBJ, there’s a reason why
\PM[MXMWXTMÆaXZQ^I\MTa
“As a company we also have lots
of safety systems in place to protect
our clients’. I know that everyone has
systems in place, but I’ve worked for
other companies and in all honesty,
I believe that Global Jet has its safety
policy really well worked out. Safety
[\IZ\[_Q\P\PMÆQOP\NMI[QJQTQ\aKPMKS[QV
the Operations Control Centre, followed
by crew training in our specially adapted
OZW]VLIVLÆQOP\[INM\a\ZIQVQVONIKQTQ\a
-^MVW]ZKIJQV[MZ^QKMNWK][[M[WV[INM\a
\PZW]OPNWWLY]ITQ\aIVL[WWV<PMV
we have our company standards, set out,
well vested and enforced, often ahead of
N]\]ZMZMO]TI\QWV[<PQ[[INM\aK]T\]ZMQ[
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ZMÆMK\MLQV\ZIQVQVOIKZW[[/TWJIT2M\¼[
 \aXMÆMM\¹?M\ZIQV\W+I\MOWZa
II/100ft. It means our crews can land in
very low visibility and you could argue
that it’s something they might encounter
no more than twice a year and they
could divert. But look at it the other way
around. If they’ve had that training they
NMMTUWZMKWVÅLMV\[INMZQV\PMKWKSXQ\
<PMa¼TTUISMJM\\MZLMKQ[QWV[\PMa¼TTÆa
safer. It means our training programme is
perhaps a little more intense, a little more
expensive, but that’s how it has to be.
“We’ve also introduced crew resource
management training for everyone
in the company. Whether they’re the
sales people on the phone, key account
managers, cleaners, cabin crew or pilots,
\PMaKWUMQV\W\PMWٻ
KMWVKMIaMIZIVL
we go through real situations that have
PIXXMVMLWVÆQOP\[AW]KIV[MMXMWXTM
]VLMZ[\IVLQVO\PMQUXWZ\IVKMWN ÆQOP\
safety. As a result, our people provide
better service because they never sell a
ÆQOP\[PWZ\<PMa¼TT[Ia»4M\¼[\ISMIN]MT
stop to be sure, just in case of… because
then if an airport closes, or the weather’s
bad, we’ll know you’re going to be safe.’
“Our quality control is external, it’s
not part of Global Jet, it’s a separate
company that audits us. And if we don’t

know an operator or jet, we won’t book
it. It’s the only way to be safe and for
us safety goes everywhere.” It’s an easy
boast to make, but in fact, Global Jet
has extended its safety net, equipping
its crews to care for clients far beyond
delivering exceptional service. Flight
crews have 24-hour call-in access to
an emergency operator for real-time
medical assistance through a deal with
5ML)QZM_PQTMM^MZaÆQOP\Q[[]JRMK\\W
risk analysis. “We have contracts with
specialist companies that deliver these
[MZ^QKM[<PMa¼ZMKW[\TaKWV\ZIK\[J]\
I believe they help make us the safest
company in the world.
“Sometimes people tell me we’re
expensive. I don’t believe that. We do
everything we can to give our clients the
ultimate travel experience. We ensure
everything is ready, we’re always well
informed and always ready to react if
there’s an issue. I think the business in
OMVMZITPI[R][\JMKWUM\WWLQ[KW]V\ML#
_MWٺMZPQOPY]ITQ\aM`KT][Q^MT]`]Za
travel at an appropriate price. It’s not
about selling a product and taking the
money, it’s about keeping a client long
\MZUJMKI][MM^MZa\QUM\PMaÆa_Q\P
][\PMa\PQVS»?W_\PI\_I[IOZMI\
experience’.” Q

Global Jet takes pride in recognising and discretely satisfying its clients’ needs.
Aurélien Bergot/Global Jet
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MRX SYSTEMS

| ARNAUD VERON

MRX = MRO Made Easy
I\\ZIK\Q^M\W\PMIQZTQVM[7]Z*T]M-aM[WT]\QWVQ[IKWZM
aviation maintenance business product, with a focus
WVKZMI\QVOIKWUXTM\MMٻKQMV\MKW[a[\MUNWZ+)57
MRO and logistics management as an integrated, real\QUMXIXMZTM[[XZWKM[[7N KW]Z[MQ\KIVJMKWVVMK\ML
\W\PQZLXIZ\a[a[\MU[-:8[I[ZMY]QZML
?MWٺMZ*T]M-aMNWZ+)57UIVIOMUMV\*T]M
5:7NWZ8IZ\UIQV\MVIVKMUIVIOMUMV\IVL*T]M
;<73NWZ[\WKSIVLTWOQ[\QK[UIVIOMUMV\

M

aintenance, repair
and overhaul (MRO)
software, available
from several suppliers,
typically includes
multiple, selectable
modules managing and recording various
aspects of aircraft maintenance. They’re
typically highly integrated systems, and while
they can make economic sense for smaller
ÆMM\[\PMQZKWUXTM`Q\a\MVL[\WÅVLNI^W]Z
with the airlines and larger MROs.
Working out of Luxembourg, MRX Systems has
developed an MRO software fully compatible with
smaller organisations, just as it’s also applicable to larger
W]\Å\[->)Y]QbbML5:@;a[\MU[;ITM[5IVIOMZ
)ZVI]L>MZWVWV\PM[WN\_IZM¼[KIXIJQTQ\QM[
)ZMaW]ZUIQV\MVIVKM[WT]\QWV[[XMKQÅKITTa
designed for smaller organisations?
No, they’re for professional operators whatever their
ÆMM\[QbM7]ZKTQMV\[IZMLQ^MZ[MIVLQVKT]LM\PW[M
WXMZI\QVOWVIV)7+ÆaQVOXZQ^I\MIQZKZIN\Z]VVQVO
-5;IQZKZIN\\ZIQVQVO[KPWWT[QVLMXMVLMV\+)57[
[continuous airworthiness management organisations]
and Part 145 maintenance organisations, with all types
IVL[QbM[WN IQZKZIN\IVLZW\IZaWZÅ`ML_QVO[
I well understand why someone might think we
LM[QOVW]Z[WT]\QWV[[XMKQÅKITTaNWZ[UITTMZWXMZI\WZ[
though, because some of our competitors’ solutions are
IK\]ITTa-:8CMV\MZXZQ[MZM[W]ZKMXTIVVQVOE[a[\MU[
KWV\IQVQVOLWbMV[WN UWL]TM[IVL][]ITTaUWZM
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Isn’t it true that a software-managed
maintenance system is only as good as the data
entered into it? How are new clients’ paper
ZMKWZL[RXO[XLN[-`KMT?WZLÅTM[IVL[WWV
entered into the system?
1\¼[\PMUW[\KZQ\QKITXPI[M#[a[\MUMٻKQMVKa
ZMTI\M[\W\PMY]ITQ\aWN \PMZMKWZLMLLI\I?PMVM^MZ
VMKM[[IZaIPQOPTa[SQTTML+)57XIZ\VMZPMTX[][
XMZNWZU\PQ[P]OM\QUMKWV[]UQVO\I[S?MKW]V\WV
their expert eyes to record the information while also
KPMKSQVOQ\[KWPMZMVKM
The service is cloud based – how is it accessed?
1\¼[QV\PMKTW]LUIVIOMLJa5QKZW[WN\)b]ZM
allowing 24/7 worldwide access to anyone with the
ZMY]QZMLKZMLMV\QIT[1V\PMKI[MWN ÆQOP\KZM_W]Z
M<MKPTWOIXXPI[N]TTWټQVMKIXIJQTQ\a\PIVS[\WQ\[J]QT\
QVLI\IJI[M+ZM_[QUXTaVMML\WXMZNWZUIV»7ټQVM
Sync’ before beginning their operational day to retrieve
IVL[\WZM\PMIQZKZIN\¼[[\I\][·L]MTQ[\5-4CUQVQU]U
MY]QXUMV\TQ[\ETWO[PQ[\WZaXQTW\TQ[\XLN LWK]UMV\[
IVLUWZM<PM[a[\MUKIV\PMV_WZS_Q\PW]\
connectivity and data can be sent once Wi-Fi/4G/3G/
-LOMQ[IOIQVI^IQTIJTM

MRX SYSTEMS

| ARNAUD VERON

Is the system able to alert them of forthcoming
maintenance events?
Yes, it retrieves the due list with the next
airworthiness limitations, displayed with a colour coded
ÆIO[a[\MUI[MI[aI["»/ZMMVaW]KIVÆa¼IVL»:MLaW]
KIVVW\Æa¼
+IV\PM[a[\MUJMQV\MOZI\MLQV\WÆQOP\XTIVVQVO
and accounting departments?
*T]M-aMQVKT]LM[IN]TTaWXMZI\QWVIT)81
[application programming interface] that enables
customers to bridge our solution to third-party systems,
QVKT]LQVOÆQOP\XTIVVQVOIVLIKKW]V\QVO[WN\_IZM
With the help of two customer partners, we’re
LM^MTWXQVOIVM_*T]M78;UWL]TM\PI\_QTTUISM\PM
[WT]\QWVM^MVUWZMKWUXTM\MIVLQV\MOZI\ML
,WPIVOIZÆWWZ\MKPVQKQIV[IKKM[[5:@WV\PM
go, through iPads or other devices?
That’s exactly our concept, to provide mobile device
IKKM[[NZWU\PMPIVOIZÆWWZ)\\PMUWUMV\_M¼ZM
NWK][[QVOWV)XXTMLM^QKM[[XMKQÅKITTaQ8IL[

Do these interface with the cloud in real time?
The whole solution is based on a real-time
MV^QZWVUMV\)\MKPVQKQIVKIVJMKWUXTM\QVOTQVM
maintenance on the other side of the world and anyone
WV\PM[a[\MU_QTTJMVW\QÅMLWN XZWOZM[[I[Q\PIXXMV[
Does the system employ barcoded job cards or
parts labels to provide an auditable ‘paper trail’
of work done?
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KZQ\QKIT\I[S[ZMY]QZQVOL]XTQKI\MQV[XMK\QWV[IZMIT[W
PIVLTML
The result is the automatic generation of a
pdf document including all recorded information,
[QOVI\]ZM[IVLKMZ\QÅKI\QWVLWK]UMV\[NWZÅ\\MLXIZ\[
[QVKM\PM[\WZMUIVIOMZ[KIV[\PMU]XWVZMKMQX\<PQ[
feature alone can save thousands of man hours per year,
LMXMVLQVOWV\PM[QbMWN \PMNIKQTQ\a8ZWL]K\Q^MUIV
hours are recorded automatically and available in a
UIVIOMUMV\LI[PJWIZL

The system doesn’t use barcoded job cards since this
_W]TLZMY]QZMXZQV\MLUI\MZQITIVLW]ZOWITQ[\WJM
 XIXMZTM[[<PMQ8ILJMQVO_PI\Q\Q[Q\ITZMILa
contains all the necessary information and transfers all
input back to the cloud server, including details of man
XW_MZIVLUIVPW]Z[XIZ\[\WWT[ÅVLQVO[QV\MZVIT
KWUU]VQKI\QWV[IVL[WWV<PMWVTaXQMKMWN \PM
XIXMZTM[[X]bbTM[\QTTUQ[[QVOQ[XIZ\[TIJMT[.WZMIKP
incoming part into an inventory, the system generates
I[UITTTIJMTQVKT]LQVOI9:+WLM\WJMXZQV\MLIVL
XTIKML_Q\P\PMXIZ\WV\PM[PMTN
What’s the eTechlog solution?
It’s a separate app intended to replace the paper
ÆQOP\IVL\MKPVQKITTWOJWWS[NWZXQTW\[IVL\MKPVQKQIV[
WVJWIZL\PMIQZKZIN\1\¼[VW\TQVSML\WIV5:7NIKQTQ\a
J]\\W\PMWXMZI\WZ+)577]ZM<MKPTWO[WT]\QWV_I[
among the early pioneers and has been approved and
][MLI[IUIQVTWO[a[\MUJaWXMZI\WZ[QV-]ZWXM[QVKM
1\¼[\PM*T]M-aMKWUXWVMV\[XMKQÅKITTaNWZXQTW\[
IVL\MKPVQKQIV[
What’s the eJobCard solution?
7]ZM2WJ+IZL\MKPVWTWOa_WZS[\PZW]OPIVQ8IL
IXX1\ZMXTIKM[\PM\MKPVQKQIV[¼KTI[[QKXIXMZZMXWZ\
From the iPad, a technician can clock in and out of the
company and access his/her planned activity for the
day, including the list of projects and job cards to be
_WZSMLWV
.WZMIKPRWJI\MKPVQKQIVKIV»JILOMQV¼][QVO
I]VQY]M9:+WLMQLMV\QÅMZLW_VTWIL\PMXLN 
XZWKML]ZMÅTM[QN I^IQTIJTM[XMKQNaITT\PMIK\QWV[\ISMV
IVLZMXWZ\ÅVLQVO[QN IXXTQKIJTM6MKM[[IZa[XIZM[IVL
\WWT[IZMVW\MLIVLKIVJMITTWKI\MLJMNWZMPIVL<PM
system checks that used tools and parts are appropriate,
that is, serviceable, with shelf life remaining for parts,
WZ_Q\PKITQJZI\QWVL]MLI\MVW\W^MZL]MNWZ\WWT[)
^ITQLI\QWVNMI\]ZMMVIJTM[\MKPVQKQIV[\W[QOVWٺIRWJ
card with a handwritten signature on the device, and
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What’s Blue Log?
*T]M4WOQ[IVWVOWQVOXZWRMK\\WKZMI\MIXMZ[WVIT
TWOJWWSNWZXQTW\[IVL\MKPVQKQIV[<PMQV\MV\QWVQ[\PI\
Q\_QTTJMXZW^QLMI\VWKW[\IVLTQVSML\WW]Z+)57
and MRO modules, for the automatic recording of
information from pilot/technician logbooks and its
[\WZIOMQV\PMKTW]LITWVO_Q\PI[WKQITLQUMV[QWV
)\QUMKWV[]UQVOXZWRMK\Q\PI[JMMVX]\
aside for a while as we dedicate resources to other
projects, but we plan to re-activate it soon, using the
TI\M[\_MJ\MKPVWTWOQM[
?PI\¼[VM`\NWZ5:@;a[\MU['
We’ll keep doing what we do best, developing new
NMI\]ZM[IVLQUXZW^QVO\PW[M_MITZMILaPI^M<PM^MZa
next step in that process is to build a new module for
WXMZI\QWV[UIVIOMUMV\?M¼ZM_WZSQVOWVQ\_Q\P\_W
XIZ\VMZWXMZI\WZKWUXIVQM[QVWZLMZ\WKZMI\MIÆM`QJTM
Mٻ
KQMV\[a[\MU
7]ZM<MKPTWO)XX_QTTIT[WJMMVPIVKML_Q\PIVM_
Quick Flight Mode that will enable an even easier and
NI[\MZÆQOP\ZMKWZLQVOXZWKM[[)VI[[WKQI\ML+IJQV4WO
IXX_QTTKWUXTM\M\PM[WT]\QWVNWZIQZTQVMWXMZI\WZ[Q

MRX SYSTEMS

| ARNAUD VERON

A REFLECTION OF EXCELLENCE

TAG Farnborough Airport
Design and people working beautifully together
The purpose-built airport for BUSINESS, for PRIVACY, for LONDON
tagfarnborough.com

PIAGGIO

| RENATO VAGHI

Chiara Saitta/Piaggio Aerospace

Avanti the Future!

W

hat brought
you to
Piaggio?” “It’s
a long story!”
Renato Vaghi,
CEO, laughs.
He’s spent most of his 30-year
career in aviation and the majority
of that in the Italian aerospace
industry. “For most of the time
I was with the former Alenia
Aeronautica and Aermacchi, which
eventually merged and today have
been absorbed into Leonardo. I
was with them between the early
1990s and 2014, with the exception
of a couple of years where I
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worked outside the aerospace
[MK\WZ1KIUMJIKS\WIVWٺMZ1
couldn’t resist at Aermacchi, in
1998, and left for Piaggio in 2014.
“Initially working as Head of
Programmes, I looked after development
of the Hammerhead UAV, before taking
responsibility for aircraft production in
2015. Early in 2016 I was appointed
+PQMN 7XMZI\QVO7ٻ
KMZIVLQV)]O][\
2016 I became CEO. I’m also chairman
of Piaggio America.”
Avanti

Today, Piaggio’s primary aircraft
product is the twin-turboprop Avanti
EVO. The P.180 Avanti first appeared

in the early 1990s, the result of an
initial collaboration between the
Italian company and Gates Learjet,
although the latter withdrew from
the programme in the second half of
the 1990s. Your correspondent first
met an Avanti at an ILA airshow in
Berlin, sometime in the mid-1990s; it
was instantly distinctive for its unique
configuration and futuristic design.
EBACE attendees glancing at this
article during the show might take the
opportunity to visit the Avanti EVO
– or simply ‘the EVO’ – that Piaggio
has in the static display. It’s instantly
distinctive for its unique configuration
and futuristic design…

PIAGGIO

Vaghi says: “Whenever we go to
trade shows we have people asking if
the aircraft’s already in production! Its
appearance is a selling point, it looks so
‘Italian’, but its looks are also an enabler
to its fantastic performance.” There’s
no doubting the truth in Vaghi’s words,
but there’s also no denying that the
aircraft hasn’t been the hottest seller,
creating something of a contradiction for
Piaggio’s marketing people.
“One of my primary focuses as CEO
over the past 18 months or so has been
to ensure the market has an awareness
of the P.180. Although we’ve sold
around 250 aircraft and accumulated
IJW]\WVMUQTTQWVÆaQVOPW]Z[1\PQVS
UIZSM\I_IZMVM[[Q[QV[]ٻ
KQMV\,W1
think there’s space for more P.180s? Yes,
of course.”
Could it be then, that the Avanti’s
turboprop powerplant deceives the
market into pigeon-holing it with other
propeller-driven aircraft of similar
capacity, in particular the King Air
and PC-12? “It has propellers, but I
wouldn’t compare it with the King
Air 350 or PC-12, which are very
respectable products. The King Air has
sold enormous volumes in the past and
continues to sell well today, while the

8+Q[QVI[TQOP\TaLQٺMZMV\KI\MOWZa°
You only have to get into an Avanti to
tell that it’s really in another category
again. Its performance means it must
be compared to a light jet, it’s actually
closer to a Phenom 300 than a King Air
or PC-12.
“There are various reasons why the
company hasn’t done as well in sales in
the past as it should, but I’m certain we’ll
sell more P.180s. Over the past two years,
our shareholders have given us great
support as we created our new industrial
plan, which has the Avanti as one of its
pillars. We inaugurated a new production
facility in Villanova three years ago and
the only way to make that work is for
us to sell and build a lot of aeroplanes.
That’s our strategy.
“It’s about creating market awareness,
making sure the customer appreciates
the value in the P.180. I appreciate
that it can be seen as a niche product
within business aviation, but as oil prices
QVKZMI[M_M[MMI[QOVQÅKIV\UIZSM\
WXXWZ\]VQ\a8MWXTMWVTaVMML\WÆaQV
an Avanti once to realise what it’s about.
7VKMaW]¼^M\ISMVWٺaW]LWV¼\ZMITQ[M
Q\¼[I\]ZJWXZWX1\NMMT[IVLÆQM[TQSMI
jet, not only the speed, but the comfort
and low noise levels. You can whisper,

| RENATO VAGHI

and your neighbour will hear, you don’t
feel vibration and the aircraft is smooth
in turbulence.”
On the face of it, asking the CEO
of the company that builds it how the
IQZKZIN\ÆQM[Q[VM^MZOWQVO\WZM[]T\QVI
negative response, but Vaghi reinforces
his claims with a customer story. “We
recently gave some potential customers a
ÆQOP\LMUWV[\ZI\QWV<PMa¼LIZZQ^MLWVI
KWUUMZKQITÆQOP\QVI\P]VLMZ[\WZUIVL
_MZM[KPML]TML\WÆaWV\PM->7[WWV
after. They were sceptical about the trip
– they’d just had a frightful, turbulent
landing in a large aircraft and when they
got into the EVO it was still very cloudy
and turbulent.
¹1[XWSM\W\PMUIN\MZ\PMÆQOP\IVL
they were totally ecstatic about the
aircraft’s performance. They said it had
behaved far better than the airliner. It
was a real testament to the aircraft’s
ÆaQVOY]ITQ\QM[º*]\LWM[Q\UMIV\PMa¼TT
buy one? “Hopefully…”
EVO Evolution?

Hailed on Piaggio’s website as
‘The latest chapter in the story of
an aviation legend…’, The Avanti
EVO introduced improved range,
speed and climb performance with

Power for the EVO comes
from a pair of Pratt &
Whitney Canada PT6A-66B
turboprops.
Paul Cordwell/Piaggio Aerospace
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minimal effect on running costs,
along with new cabin standards and
other enhancements. The result was
a significantly better aircraft, but
first customer delivery was in spring
2015 – is Piaggio considering the next
chapter yet?
“We’re seeing more and more
appreciation from customers using the
EVO, which adds strengths compared
to the Avanti II. In particular, its
improvement in ground operation
is valued very highly by pilots and
operators and remedies an aspect
of the original aircraft considered a
weak point. Climb rate is improved
through the addition of winglets, a new
undercarriage lowers maintenance costs
and, most importantly, new propellers
and exhausts lower the aircraft’s noise
signature and get it back into airports
that banned the Avanti II.
“But we work constantly to improve
the product and we have several
projects under way, working to enhance
performance through reducing empty
_MQOP\IVLWX\QUQ[QVO\PMÆQOP\MV^MTWXM
in extreme conditions, including cold
weather, which is something we’re
prioritising because of customer requests.
“We should have a service bulletin for
),;*IVa\QUMVW_J]\_MLWV¼\PI^M
a timeline for a new avionics version
yet. We feel it’s an important step in
an aircraft’s life and right now we’ve
given priority to customer suggestions,
recognising that once we have new
avionics we’ll be going down the path of
the King Air, which recently introduced
The Avanti EVO.
Paul Cordwell/Piaggio Aerospace
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Paul Cordwell/Piaggio Aerospace

:WKS_MTT+WTTQV[.][QWVI^QWVQK[·_M
have the same supplier. It’s not a limiting
factor on the EVO today; and although
we’re progressively improving it and
planning the next big step, I’m not in a
position to release a timeline.”
Considering Renato Vaghi’s
enthusiasm for the Avanti and his
determination to see its unique
performance residing with many more
customers, the aircraft ought to have a
bright future, potentially in an even more
advanced form. But after almost three
decades, Piaggio still has to convince
some elements of the market that
within the Avanti’s dramatic exterior
is a business aircraft of unusual, even
unexpected capability.
As he looks to the challenge, Vaghi
says: “I’ve been particularly encouraged
JaIKW]XTMWN VM_NIK\WZ[.QZ[\Q[\PM

[QOVQÅKIV\WXMVQVOWN VM_UIZSM\[
[XMKQÅKITTaQV\PM.IZ-I[\IVL[MKWVL
is new business models emerging in the
West. I think they’ll drive an emerging
VMMLNWZQVKZMI[QVOTaMٻ
KQMV\IQZKZIN\
I believe we’re seeing the start of
something where business aviation is no
longer restricted to an elite, it’s being
brought to a larger public.
¹1\UMIV[WXMZI\QVOKW[\[XMZÆQOP\
hour, per passenger need to be pushed
LW_V[QOVQÅKIV\TaKWUXIZML\W_PI\
we have today. Look at it from this
perspective and the need for performance,
and I think Piaggio has an advantage. We
just need to make our product lighter and
M^MVUWZMMٻ
KQMV\XMZPIX[M^MV_Q\PIV
improved powerplant – and that’s a big
platform change that we’d need to think
very carefully about – to be able to take
advantage of the opportunities of the
emerging market.” Q

WELCOME TO

Here you don’t just land, you arrive!
OLBIA COSTA SMERALDA AIRPORT

There are many reasons to choose Eccelsa Aviation for your trips to Sardinia
· The only real FBO in Olbia
· State-of-the-art dedicated Business Executive Terminal
· Gateway to Costa Smeralda and Sardinia since 1963 *
· 3 km from the Marina of Olbia and 25 km from Porto Cervo
· Complete under the wing services for aircraft up to A340 and B747
· Tailored passenger services
· Full plannig for crew stay(s) at preferential rates
· Hangarage recovery
· Maintenance service in cooperation with Meridiana Maintenance
· Slot- and PPR-free landing and take-off **
· Great value-for-money services and easy payment methods
· Award-winning professional and experienced multi-language staff
However, you can forget about all of them.
In fact, what you’ll really appreciate is how you will feel.
And that’s all the difference between simply landing and truly arriving.

Eccelsa Aviation
Olbia Costa Smeralda Airport, 07026 Olbia, Italy
Air Freq. 131.675 | Fax +39 0789 563 481 | Tel +39 0789 563 480
handling@eccelsa.com | www.eccelsa.com

* Eccelsa Aviation inherits the dedicated ground assistance
service of private carrier Alisarda.
ӍӍČȢɁɽɰȴƃʰƹǉƃɰɰȈǼȶǉǁɽɁʰɁʍɨːȈǼȃɽǹɁɨƺƃʍɰǉɰɥǉɨɽƃȈȶȈȶǼ
ʰɁʍɨɰɽƃɽȈɁȶɁǹɁɨȈǼȈȶӣǁǉɰɽȈȶƃɽȈɁȶӗɁȶӸɨɁʍɽǉɽɨƃǹˎƺɁɨɁɽȃǉɨӝ

TAG AVIATION EUROPE

| GRAHAM WILLIAMSON & FLORENT SERIES

TAG Aviation Europe

A Refreshingly
Simple Approach…

H

eadquartered alongside its
Geneva FBO, TAG Aviation
Europe also operates FBOs at
Sion, Farnborough and on Malta.
Unusual among business aviation
service providers, alongside
Q\[.*7[\PMKWUXIVaWٺMZ[IQZKZIN\UIVIOMUMV\
KPIZ\MZ5:7IVL\ZIQVQVONWZIUQ`UW[\_W]TL
actively avoid. TAG Aviation Europe President
)QZKZIN\5IVIOMUMV\IVL+PIZ\MZ/ZIPIU
?QTTQIU[WVM`XTIQV["¹<)/)^QI\QWV_I[NWZUML
as TAG USA and the shareholders subsequently
IKY]QZML/MVM^I¼[)MZWTMI[QVOITWVO_Q\PQ\[
IQZXWZ\NIKQTQ\aI\/MVM^I_PQKPITZMILaWٺMZML
[]XXWZ\[MZ^QKM[NWZMVOQVMMZQVO.*7IVL[WWV
)MZWTMI[QVOW_VMLIQZKZIN\IVLWXMZI\MLI[I
KPIZ\MZKWUXIVa_PQTMI\Q\[XMIS<)/=;)_I[I
UIVIOMUMV\WZOIVQ[I\QWV_Q\PIZW]VLIQZKZIN\
4I\MZ_M[_Q\KPMLNZWUW_VQVOIQZKZIN\\WUIVIOQVO
\PMUJ]\ZM\IQVML\PMIJQTQ\a\WXZW^QLMIN]TTZIVOM
WN [MZ^QKM[I[IWVM[\WX[PWX
¹<WLIa\PQ[[\Z]K\]ZMMVIJTM[][\WWٺMZIZIVOMWN PQOPTa
tailored, bespoke services, while the multiple revenue streams that
ZM[]T\IT[WPMTX][ÆI\\MVKWUUMZKQITXMIS[IVL\ZW]OP[?PI\¼[
now the TAG Group includes three separate divisions within
<)/-]ZWXM.IZVJWZW]OP)QZXWZ\]VLMZ*ZIVLWV7¼:MQTTa
UaIQZKZIN\KPIZ\MZIVLUIVIOMUMV\KWUXWVMV\IVL.ZIVKS
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5ILQOVQMZI[8ZM[QLMV\5IQV\MVIVKMIVL.*7;MZ^QKM[?M
IK\]ITTaLMTQ^MZI^MZaJM[XWSMXZWL]K\QVKT]LQVOUIQV\MVIVKM
NWZ\PQZLXIZ\aWXMZI\WZ[^QIIVIQZTQVMTQSM[\Z]K\]ZMº
.TWZMV\;MZQM[;>8;ITM[-]ZWXM)QZKZIN\5IVIOMUMV\IVL
+PIZ\MZ;MZ^QKM[ILL["¹1V/MVM^IXMWXTM][ML\W[Ia\PI\<)/
_I[I»[KPWWTNWZXZQ^I\MI^QI\QWV¼IVLQN aW]TWWSIZW]VL\PM
QVL][\Za\WLIaaW]¼TT[MMUIVaXMWXTM_PWTMIZVML\PMJ][QVM[[
_WZSQVO_Q\P<)/1\][ML\WJM\PMKI[M\PI\QN aW]_IV\ML\W
learn private aviation, you went to TAG and then decided what
aW]_IV\ML\WLWVM`\º
1\ZMÆMK\[IZMX]\I\QWVNWZM`KMTTMVKMIVL[\ZIQOP\NWZ_IZL
J][QVM[[\PI\PI[[MZ^ML<)/)^QI\QWV_MTTQVQ\[aMIZPQ[\WZa
\WLI\M*a_IaWN N]Z\PMZQTT][\ZI\QWV?QTTQIU[WVZMKITT[PQ[
ÅZ[\UMM\QVOI[I<)/MUXTWaMML]ZQVOI^Q[Q\\W8WTIVL_Q\P
\PM\PMV/ZW]X+-7\WIL^Q[MIKTQMV\\PQVSQVOWN J]aQVO
I.ITKWV0M_I[[]ZXZQ[ML_PMV\PM+-7\WTL\PMKTQMV\"
¹*]aI6M\2M\[KIZLVW\IVIQZKZIN\AW]LWV¼\ÆaMVW]OP
PW]Z[aW]¼TTMVL]XXIaQVONIZUWZM\PIVaW]VMML\WIVL
aW]¼TTJMLQ[IXXWQV\MLº¹1ZMKMV\TaLQL\PM[IUM\PQVOUa[MTN
ZMKWUUMVLMLLQٺMZMV\KPWQKM[\PI\LQLV¼\VMKM[[IZQTaJMVMÅ\
<)/QV\PM[PWZ\\MZU*]\QV\PMTWVO\MZUQN \PI\KTQMV\OWM[
I_IaNMMTQVO_M¼ZM[\ZIQOP\IVLPWVM[\IVLOQ^MOWWLIL^QKM
\PMV\PI\¼[I[W]VLQV^M[\UMV\º
;MZQM[[Ia[V]Z\]ZQVOKTQMV\ZMTI\QWV[PQX[Q[ITTQUXWZ\IV\
¹7]ZPMZQ\IOMI[IVIQZKZIN\W_VMZUMIV[_M_MZMSVW_VI[I
X]ZMKPIZ\MZKWUXIVa_Q\PTW\[WN LQZMK\KTQMV\[6W_IT\PW]OP
_M¼^M\ZIV[Q\QWVML\WW_VQVOVWIQZKZIN\_M¼^MUIQV\IQVML\PI\

SAFETY EXCELLENCE QUALITY
AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT
EXECUTIVE CHARTER
AIRCRAFT SALES & ACQUISITIONS
DESIGN & COMPLETION

GENEVA
LUXEMBOURG
MONACO
MOSCOW
LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
VIENNA
ISLE OF MAN
BEIJING
HANGZHOU
HONG KONG
GENEVA +41 22 939 3020
contact@globaljetconcept.com
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ZMTI\QWV[PQX_Q\PLQZMK\KTQMV\[1\UISM[I^MZa[\ZWVO
JI[Q[NWZ<)/¼[IK\Q^Q\a·]VTQSMIVaW\PMZWXMZI\WZ
JM\_MMV IVL  WN W]ZZM^MV]M[\ZMIUKWUM[
NZWULQZMK\KTQMV\[ZI\PMZ\PIV^QIJZWSMZ[º
ONE Account

*][QVM[[IVL>18I^QI\QWVQ[IKWUXTQKI\ML
IVLI\\QUM[W^MZKWUXTM`QVL][\ZaJ]\<)/
-]ZWXM\ISM[IZMNZM[PQVOTa[QUXTMIXXZWIKP
\WKPIZ\MZ1\K]ZZMV\TaWNNMZ[+ITT.Ta<)/
Account and TAG Lease options, apparently
so easy to understand that their titles pretty
U]KPM`XTIQVM`IK\Ta_PI\\PMaWNNMZaM\Q\Q[
TWWSQVONWZN]Z\PMZ[QUXTQNQKI\QWV
¹7^MZ\QUM\PMWX\QWV[NWZKPIZ\MZQVOIV
IQZKZIN\PI^MJMKWUMKWV^WT]\MLIVLJTWI\MLº
?QTTQIU[WV[Ia[¹_Q\PUIVaWXMZI\WZ[IVLJZWSMZ[
KWUXM\QVO\WXZW^QLM[WUM\PQVO]VQY]M][]ITTaI\
\PMM`XMV[MWN [QUXTQKQ\a\ZIV[XIZMVKaIVLKTIZQ\a
7^MZ\PMVM`\NM_UWV\P[<)/_QTTJMTI]VKPQVO
Q\[76-)KKW]V\\WZMXTIKM\PM<)/)KKW]V\·QV
W]ZWXQVQWVQ\¼[\PM[QUXTM[\UW[\KW[\MٺMK\Q^MIVL
\ZIV[XIZMV\XZWL]K\WV\PMUIZSM\
¹76-)KKW]V\WٺMZ[ZMIT\QUMI^IQTIJQTQ\a_Q\P
JM[\I^IQTIJTMXZQKQVOKWVÅZUI\QWV[\PI\LWV¼\
ZMY]QZMKWV\ZIK\[VW[]ZKPIZOM[WZILLQ\QWVITNMM[
LMXW[Q\[\PI\KIVJMZMN]VLMLI\IVa\QUMNWZIVa
ZMI[WVIVLVWM`XQZaLI\M[<PZW]OPW]\ITTWN \PQ[
\PMSMaLQٺMZMVKMQ[\PI\\PQ[PI[V¼\JMMVKZMI\ML\W
boost sales, but rather to make charters easier and
UWZMKWV^MVQMV\NWZW]ZKTQMV\[º
¹?MLWV¼\_IV\\WZMUW^M\PMP]UIV
interaction with our clients, we want to embrace
\PM\MKPVWTWOa\W[QUXTQNa\PMQZM`XMZQMVKM<PM
idea is that the client should be just one click
I_IaNZWUJWWSQVOI\IVa\QUM?MXZMXIZM
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M^MZa\PQVOQVIL^IVKMIVL_PMVIKTQMV\VMML[
IVIQZKZIN\\PMa¼TTZMKMQ^MINM_WٺMZ[WV\PMQZ
LM^QKM<PMa¼TT[MTMK\\PMIQZKZIN\\PMa_IV\IVL
XZM[[KWVÅZU<PI\¼[Q\*]\\PMZM¼TTIJ[WT]\MTa
IT_Ia[JMI<)/XMZ[WVI\\IKPML\W\PI\KTQMV\¼[
IKKW]V\º;MZQM[[Ia[
?QTTQIU[WVZMQVNWZKM[\PMXWQV\"¹8MZ[WVIT
ZMTI\QWV[PQX[IVLIKKW]V\IJQTQ\aIZM<)/¼[
JIKSJWVMIVLWVMWN \PMZMI[WV[_M¼^MMTMK\MLVW\
\W_WZS_Q\P\PMK]ZZMV\WٺMZQVOWN WVTQVMJZWSMZ[
?MNMMT\PI\_PMVaW]¼ZMJ]aQVOIVaPQOPY]ITQ\a
bespoke product, whether an automobile, hotel stay
WZIQZKZIN\KPIZ\MZXMZ[WVIT[MZ^QKMQ[WN \PM]\UW[\
QUXWZ\IVKM#ITTW]ZKPIZ\MZ\ZIV[IK\QWV[\PMZMNWZM
QVKT]LMXMZ[WVITKWV\IK\
¹7^MZ\PMaMIZ[_M¼^M\ZQML\WI^WQL\PM
KWUUWLQ\Q[I\QWVWN KPIZ\MZIVLJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV
JMKI][MNWZ][Q\¼[VW\R][\IJW]\\PMXZQKM)^QVWLM
IVLW\PMZXZWL]K\[XMWXTMI\\MUX\QVO\W»=JMZQ[M¼
\PMQVL][\ZaIZM[MZ^QVOIXIZ\QK]TIZUIZSM\NWZ
XMWXTM_PW_IV\\PMJMVMÅ\[WN IJ][QVM[[RM\QV
\MZU[WN [XMML[MK]ZQ\aIVLÆM`QJQTQ\aJ]\IZM
ZMITTaLZQ^MVJaXZQKM)VL\PI\¼[ÅVM1\UMIV[_M
need to be competitive, but we still have customers
_PWKWUM\W][NWZITT\PMQZ\ZI^MTVMML[[QUXTa
JMKI][M\PMa\Z][\][\WKPWW[M\PMZQOP\XZWL]K\
NWZ_PI\M^MZ\PMa_IV\\WLW?MJMTQM^M\PMZM¼[
IT_Ia[IZQOP\[WT]\QWVNWZ\PMKTQMV\IVL_M
IXXZMKQI\M\PI\Q\¼[VW\IT_Ia[][7]ZXPQTW[WXPa
Q["»+WUM\W][\MTT[][_PI\aW]VMMLIVL_M¼TT
\ISMKIZMWN Q\¼º
1\OWM[_Q\PW]\[IaQVO\PMZMNWZM\PI\<)/
Q[M`KMX\QWVITTaKIZMN]TIJW]\_PMZMQ\XTIKM[Q\[
KPIZ\MZK][\WUMZ[¹)[_Q\PITT\PQVO[_MZMITTa
NWK][WV\PMKTQMV\IVLLWQVO\PMZQOP\\PQVONWZ
\PMULMXMVLQVOWV\PMUQ[[QWV\PMQZJ]LOM\\aXM

The Geneva FBO
crew lounge

MAKE YOUR WISH AND
WE’LL MAKE IT HAPPEN

WE KNOW THAT EVERY FLIGHT IS UNIQUE
Let us take care of both your and your aircraft’s every need. Whether it is
relaxation you seek, a meeting you need to hold or if you feel like exploring
some magnificent Icelandic nature while your plane receives excellent
service, we do our best to fulfil your requirements.

www.igs.is I igs@igs.is I Tel. +354 425 0277

TAG AVIATION EUROPE

| GRAHAM WILLIAMSON & FLORENT SERIES

ZMY]QZMUMV\[IVLTWKI\QWV1VUIVaKI[M[_M¼TT
N]TÅT\PMQZKPIZ\MZZMY]QZMUMV\_Q\PIVIQZKZIN\
NZWUWVMWN \PM<)/)7+[J]\_MIT[W[]J
KPIZ\MZIQZKZIN\NZWUZMTQIJTM8ZMNMZZML8IZ\VMZ[
\WKWUXTMUMV\W]ZW_VUIVIOMLÆMM\7]Z
8ZMNMZZML8IZ\VMZPI^MIOZMML\WLMTQ^MZ[MZ^QKM\W
W]Z[\IVLIZL[1\¼[VW\IKWUUMZKQITIOZMMUMV\J]\
X]ZMTaIVL[QUXTaNWK][[MLWVXZW^QLQVO\PMJM[\
NWZW]ZKTQMV\[º
<)/MUXTWa[LMLQKI\MLKZM_NWZQ\[UIVIOML
ÆMM\IVLZMKWOVQ[M[\PI\UIVaZMO]TIZXI[[MVOMZ[
PI^MKZM_\PMaOM\WVXIZ\QK]TIZTa_MTT_Q\P"¹7V
ZMY]M[\IVL_PMZMXW[[QJTM_M_QTTIT_Ia[\Za\W
IKKWUUWLI\M\PMQZXZMNMZMVKMº?QTTQIU[WVQ[
IT[WKIZMN]T\WVW\M\PI\_PQTMQ\[KZM_[IZM<)/¼[
KWUXIVaNIKMQ\[JIKSWٻ
KM\MIU[IT[WLMTQ^MZ
\PMM`\ZMUMTaPQOPKWV[Q[\MV\[\IVLIZL[\PI\IZM
Q\[JMVKPUIZS
Tomorrow’s TAG

TAG Aviation Europe maintains a modest
.*7NWW\XZQV\_Q\PWVTa\PZMMNIKQTQ\QM[IVL
\_WWN \PW[MQV;_Q\bMZTIVL1\¼[IUIZSML
KWV\ZI[\\W[WUMWN Q\[KWUXM\Q\WZ[_PQKP
seem committed to unstoppable expansion
\PZW]OPIKY]Q[Q\QWVWN M`Q[\QVOJ][QVM[[M[
JZIVLQVOIVLJ]QTLQVO?QTTQIU[WV[Ia["
¹.IZVJWZW]OPIVL/MVM^IIZM[\ZI\MOQK
TWKI\QWV[NWZ<)/WXMZI\QWV[IVLPIVLTQVO
W]ZKTQMV\[\PMZMQ[SMaJ]\N]Z\PMZPIVLTQVO
WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[UQOP\IZQ[MQV\PMN]\]ZMTQVSML
with other activities, such as operations or
TQVM[\I\QWV[º
4WWSQVOIPMIL?QTTQIU[WVZMKSWV["¹?M¼TT
QUXZW^MW]Z][MWN \MKPVWTWOaKWUXTM\QVO\PM
PIZUWVQ[I\QWVWN XZWKML]ZM[IVLXZWKM[[M[
OZW_\PMUIVIOMLÆMM\[MMSKWUXTQUMV\IZa
WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[IVLQV^M[\QVW]Z[\Iٺ
¹4WWSQVOI\\PMQVL][\ZaI[I_PWTM1\PQVS
\MKPVWTWOa_QTTQUXIK\IKKM[[IVL^Q[QJQTQ\aJ]\
should primarily enhance customer service and
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M`XMZQMVKM;WUMKWUXIVQM[_QTTI\\MUX\\W
KWUUWLQ\Q[MN]Z\PMZJ]\<)/_QTTKWV\QV]M
WٺMZQVOQ\[XZMUQ]U[MZ^QKM_Q\PW]\KWUXZWUQ[M
to those who want a wholly individual product
\IQTWZML\W\PMQZVMML[?MIV\QKQXI\MWZOIVQK
OZW_\PJa[\QKSQVO\WW]ZKWZM^IT]M[XZW^QLQVO
M`KMX\QWVIT[MZ^QKMIVLIT_Ia[ÅVLQVO[WT]\QWV[
¹0I^QVO[IQL\PI\_MIZMV¼\IOIQV[\\PM
KWUXIVQM[\PI\KWUMQV\W\PMOIUM_Q\P\PMQZIXX[
IVL_MJJI[MLKPIZ\MZ[WT]\QWV[*]\Q\¼[IKWVKMZV
\PI\QN IKTQMV\KPIZ\MZ[NZWU[WUMWVM_Q\PITIX\WX
QVIVWٻ
KM\PMZM¼[VWJIKS]XQN \PQVO[OW_ZWVO#
QN _MPI^MIKTQMV\_Q\PIQ[[]M_M[\IaTI\MIVLÅ`
Q\_MSMMX_WZSQVO]V\QT_M¼^M[WT^ML\PMXZWJTMU
¹AM\I\\PM[IUM\QUM\PM[MVM_KWUMZ[IZM
OZW_QVO\PMUIZSM\1\¼[[QUQTIZ\WPW_\PMTW_
cost airlines stimulated the commercial air travel
UIZSM\_PMV\PMaÅZ[\IXXMIZML<PMUIQVTQVM
KIZZQMZ[QVQ\QITTaNMT\\PZMI\MVMLJ]\Q\_I[IK\]ITTa
the railways that were under threat, while people
_PWXMZPIX[ÆM_NZWU4WVLWV\W,]JTQV\W^Q[Q\
\PMQZOZIVLUW\PMZWVKMIaMIZKW]TLVW_LWQ\
\PZMM\QUM[IaMIZ;WXMWXTMÆM_UWZMWN\MVIVL
KIUM\WIXXZMKQI\M\PMXW[[QJQTQ\QM[WN IQZ\ZI^MT
IVL_M[MMXMWXTMIXXZMKQI\QVO\PMJMVMÅ\[WN 
XZQ^I\MI^QI\QWV\PZW]OPIXXIVLWVTQVMJWWSQVO[
IVLM^MV\]ITTaJMKWUQVOW]ZK][\WUMZ[·_M¼ZM
PIXXaNWZIVaWVM\WXZWUW\M\PM^IT]M[WN J][QVM[[
I^QI\QWV#Q\¼[VW\ITTIJW]\KPIUXIOVMIVL_MIT\P
Q\¼[I^I[\Ta][MN]TJ][QVM[[\WWT\PI\WXMV[]XIV
MVWZUW][V]UJMZWN KQ\aXIQZ[IVLJZQVO[ZMIT
JMVMÅ\\WQVL][\ZaºQ

Excellence
defines the
TAG Aviation
experience,
exemplified in
this managed
ACJ319 cabin

INCREASE YOUR EFFICIENCY!
MORE HANGAR SPACE –
MORE SAFETY –
LESS COSTS

German
Engineering
with Passion.

Mototok tugs are developed for multi purpose use. Whatever your task is, Mototok
will help you to manage all aircraft shuntigs both inside and outside your hangar.
And this at the quickest possible time and the lowest costs!

Meet us!

Meet Mototok – the worlds most innovative,
safest and money saving tug!

EBACE
18
May 29-31 20
itzerland
Sw
·
a
ev
Gen

GHI
2018
June 26-28 USA
·
Miami (FL)

Only Mototok excels with these and other unbeatable advantages:
Clean Full Electric Drive:
low maintenance – no fuel costs

Flexible use for aircraft
up to 39, 50, 95 or 195 tonnes

Radio Remotely Controlled:
Only one person needed for shunting –
no wing walker required

Loads and unloads the nosewheel automatically in seconds
with one click on the remote

Easy Operation:
No driving licence required

Contact us: +49-2151-65083-82 · www.mototok.com · info@mototok.com ·

Save space by using your hangar more efﬁcient
for about 60% more aircraft

facebook.com/MototokTugs

Innovative remote controlled
electric driven tugs

PROFILE

| RUAG
RUAG is renowned for
its advanced painting
capabilities.
Sebastien Brillais/RUAG

One Stop Suits All

H

eadquartered
in Switzerland,
RUAG boasts core
competencies across
civil and military
markets, supporting
land, sea and air defence operations,
space and commercial and business
aviation. The company has manufacturing
expertise in aerostructures and across a
range of high-tech engineering; it is also
recognised as the OEM for the Dornier 228
utility turboprop.
1\[)^QI\QWV,Q^Q[QWVWٺMZ[\PZW]OPTQNM[]XXWZ\
\WI^IZQM\aWN KQ^QTQIVIVLUQTQ\IZaIQZKZIN\\aXM[
QVKT]LQVO\PM;_Q[[)QZ.WZKM.) 0WZVM\IVL
;]XMZ8]UI+W]OIZÆMM\[IVL[QVOTM[W]ZKM
5:7NWZWXMZI\WZ[WN J][QVM[[IVL>18IQZKZIN\
)KWUXIVa[XWSM[XMZ[WVM`XTIQVML"¹:=)/¼[
J][QVM[[RM\TWKI\QWV[XZW^QLMIKWUXZMPMV[Q^M
XWZ\NWTQWWN WVM[\WX[PWXIQZKZIN\[]XXWZ\[MZ^QKM[

?MNWK][WVIKPQM^QVOXZWL]K\Q^Q\a_PQTMXZW^QLQVO
ITT[MZ^QKM[NZWUWVM[]XXTQMZºM`XTIQV[>WTSMZ
?ITTZWL\;MVQWZ>QKM8ZM[QLMV\*][QVM[[2M\[
,WZVQMZ +WUXWVMV\[:=)/)^QI\QWV
¹<PMN]TTJZMIL\PWN MVOQVMMZQVOM`XMZ\Q[M
IVL[WT]\QWV[QVKT]LQVOI^QWVQK[]XOZILM[N]TT
+KPMKS[WX\QUQ[MLLW_V\QUM[·_PQKPUQOP\
QVKT]LMKIJQVQV\MZQWZ_WZSIVLM`\MZQWZXIQV\RWJ[
·IVLITT[]XXWZ\IZMI^IQTIJTMNZWUW]ZTWKI\QWV[
I\*MZV/MVM^I4]OIVWIVL5]VQKPLMXMVLQVO
WVIQZKZIN\\aXMZI\QVOº;]KPQ[\PMMٻ
KQMVKaWN 
\PMWXMZI\QWV\PI\_PMVIVIQZKZIN\ZMY]QZM[I
^Q[Q\\W:=)/¼[5]VQKPXIQV\QVONIKQTQ\a\PM;_Q[[
[Q\M[][M\PM\ZIV[Q\[\WIVLNZWU/MZUIVa\WN]TÅT
\PMZMY]QZMUMV\[NWZ\MKPVQKITÆQOP\[IN\MZ5:7
_WZS¹<PMZM[]T\Q[Æ]QLXZWL]K\Q^MWV[KPML]TM
_WZSUIVIOMLNZWUWVM[W]ZKM_PQTMW]ZQV
PW][MKWUXWVMV\[[PWXQV5]VQKPO]IZIV\MM[I
\PZMMLIa\]ZVIZW]VLWVIQZKZIN\KWUXWVMV\[NWZ
\PMQVL][\ZaI\TIZOMI[_MTTI[NWZW]ZK][\WUMZ[
I\ITTTWKI\QWV[)LLQ\QWVITTaM`\MV[Q^MQVPW][M

Deep maintenance is
performed on a wide
variety of aircraft types,
including the Dornier 328.
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MVOQVMMZQVOKIXIJQTQ\a·]X\WIVLQVKT]LQVO
;<+[·MVIJTM[:=)/\WWٺMZIJZWILZMXIQZ
[MZ^QKMXWZ\NWTQW_PQKPUISM[ITWVOLW_V\QUM
M^MVUWZMXZWL]K\Q^MNWZ\PMK][\WUMZº
7\PMZ:=)/[MZ^QKM[QVKT]LMTIVLQVOOMIZ
5:7IVL\PMXZW^Q[QWVWN »TWIVMZ[M\[¼NZWU
1V\MZTISMVVMIZ*MZVMXT][LM\IQTMLTIVLQVOOMIZ
QV[XMK\QWVIVLTQVMUIQV\MVIVKMNWZ*WUJIZLQMZ
IQZKZIN\[a[\MU[NZWU5]VQKP4IVLQVOOMIZ
_WZSKIVZMY]QZMTMVO\PaLW_V\QUM[J]\:=)/¼[
WZOIVQKKIXIJQTQ\aPMTX[I^WQL\PMVMML\W[MVL
MY]QXUMV\I_IaNWZQV[XMK\QWVIVLXIQV\QVO<PM
TWIVMZWX\QWVJMKWUM[QUXWZ\IV\_PMVTMVO\Pa
_WZSQ[]VI^WQLIJTM
On the Line

4QVMUIQV\MVIVKMQ[I[\IVLIZL:=)/
WNNMZQVOQVKT]LQVOMVOQVMTQVMUIQV\MVIVKM
KWV\ZIK\[_Q\P:WTT[:WaKM/MVMZIT
-TMK\ZQKIVL0WVMa_MTT?ITTZWL\[Ia[TQVM
UIQV\MVIVKMQ[I^IQTIJTM»_PMZM^MZW]Z
K][\WUMZ[VMML][\WJM¼M`XTIQVQVOPW_Q\

NQ\[_Q\P\PMJI[MUIQV\MVIVKM[QLMWN \PM
J][QVM[["¹7]ZZIVOMWN [MZ^QKM[QVKT]LQVO
)7/IVLJI[MIVLTQVMUIQV\MVIVKMQ[
ILQZMK\ZM[]T\WN \PMKWV[KQW][LMKQ[QWV\W
XZW^QLMIKWUXZMPMV[Q^MXWZ\NWTQWWN IQZKZIN\
[]XXWZ\[MZ^QKM[NZWUWVM[W]ZKMIVL\aXQKITTa
L]ZQVOI[QVOTMLW_V\QUM1N aW]XZQWZQ\Q[M
QVLQ^QL]ITK][\WUMZVMML[\PMVaW]ZJ][QVM[[
XTIVVMML[\WXZQWZQ\Q[M\PM[MZ^QKM[IVL\WWT[
VMMLML\WN]TNQT\PMUQ[[QWV
:=)/PI[MIZVMLIXIZ\QK]TIZZMX]\I\QWVNWZ
Q\[[XMK\IK]TIZIQZKZIN\XIQV\[KPMUM[IVL?ITTZWL\
QLMV\QÅM[\PMKWUXIVa¼[M`\MV[Q^MÅVQ[PQVO
KIXIJQTQ\QM[I[KZ]KQIT\WQ\[[\I\MLWVM[\WX[PWX
KWVKMX\8IQV\QVO[MZ^QKM[M`\MVLJMaWVL\PM
M`\MZQWZ\WQVKT]LMQV\MZQWZ_WZSJW\P[\Z]K\]ZIT
IVLQV\PMKIJQVIVL:=)/IT[WKWUXTM\M[RWJ[
NWZW\PMZ5:7XZW^QLMZ[¹<PMaKWUM\W][
JMKI][M\PMaSVW__MKWV[Q[\MV\TaXZW^QLM\PM
PQOPM[\Y]ITQ\aIQZKZIN\XIQV\QVO·\PMaSVW_W]Z
M`XMZ\Q[MXTMI[M[\PMQZK][\WUMZJI[M\WW?M
IT[WPI^MLM[QOVMZ[IXXZWIKPQVO][\WM`MK]\M

SUMMER 2018 |

| RUAG

Alongside its
engineering and
painting excellences,
RUAG also boasts
EASA Part 21J Design
Organization Approval.

International
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| RUAG

\PMQZKZMI\QWV[\PIVS[\WW]ZZMX]\I\QWVNWZPQOP
IKK]ZIKaQV\ZIV[NMZZQVOKWUXTM`LM[QOV[WV\WI
,IQZKZIN\º
:=)/¼[M`XMZ\XIQV\MZ[MV[]ZMIQZKZIN\
M`\MZQWZ[ZMUIQV_Q\PQVZMO]TI\WZa[XMKQÅKI\QWV[
ZI\PMZ\PIVILLQVOTIaMZ[WN VM_KWI\QVOIVL
KWTW]ZUIQV\IQVQVO\PMQV\MOZQ\aWN \PMXZW\MK\Q^M
ÅVQ[PQVOKWI\IVLO]IZIV\MMQVO\PM][MWN 
MV^QZWVUMV\ITTaZM[XWV[QJTMUI\MZQIT[<PMaIT[W
XMZNWZUXIZ\QITXIQV\QVOIVL\W]KP]X[M[XMKQITTa
_PMVIQZKZIN\IZMQVNWZ[KPML]TMLUIQV\MVIVKM
IVL_PQTM:=)/UIaPI^M_WVXTI]LQ\[NWZ
Q\[[\]VVQVOM`\MZQWZ[Q\Q[\PQ[XIZ\QITXIQV\QVO
IVL\W]KP]X_WZS\PI\ZMITTaXZW^M[\PMTM^MT
WN KZIN\[UIV[PQX¹<PMVM__WZSU][\JTMVL
[MIUTM[[Ta_Q\P\PMM`Q[\QVOXIQV\IVLKWI\QVO[
8IZ\QITXIQV\QVOIVL\W]KP]X[IZMWN\MV
ZMY]QZMLIN\MZQVKQLMV\[QVKT]LQVOTQOP\VQVO
[\ZQSM[_PQKPKW]TLTMI^M\PMM`\MZQWZ[]ZNIKM
WXMV\WKWZZW[QWVº
State-of-the-art Solutions

-`KMX\QWVIT\PW]OPQ\[[MZ^QKMUQOP\JM
:=)/ZMKWOVQ[M[\PI\Q\[K][\WUMZ[PI^M
XTMV\aWN WX\QWV[QVINQMZKMTaKWUXM\Q\Q^M
5:7UIZSM\IVL_WZS[PIZL\WWNNMZ\PM
TI\M[\\MKPVQY]M[IVL\MKPVWTWOQM[KWUJQVML
_Q\P\PM[\IVLIZLWN LMTQ^MZa_Q\P_PQKPQ\Q[
[aVWVaUW][¹<PMKaKTQKVI\]ZMWN \PM5:7
J][QVM[[IVLKWUXM\Q\QWVQV\PMQVL][\ZaVW_
QVKT]LQVO7-5Z]VNIKQTQ\QM[UMIV[_M¼ZM
KWV[\IV\Ta^QOQTIV\IJW]\N]TNQTTQVOK][\WUMZ
VMML[IVLM`XMK\I\QWV[_Q\P\PMPQOPM[\
Y]ITQ\aZMTQIJTM[MZ^QKM[W^MZW]ZMV\QZMWVM
[\WX[PWXXWZ\NWTQW
¹,MTQ^MZQVOIQZKZIN\\WN]TTK][\WUMZ[I\Q[NIK\QWV
IN\MZIVa^Q[Q\PMTX[MV[]ZM_M[MM\PI\K][\WUMZ
IVL\PMQZIQZKZIN\IOIQV7]Z[\MILNI[\MUXPI[Q[
WVLMTQ^MZQVOITT[MZ^QKM[NZWUQV\MOZI\QVO
MVOQVMMZQVO[WT]\QWV[\PZW]OPPMI^aKPMKS[\W
KIJQVQV\MZQWZ[KWUXWVMV\5:7IVLKITQJZI\QWV
XZMX]ZKPI[MQV[XMK\QWV[IVL.*7^Q[Q\[NZWUWVM
WZOIVQ[I\QWVIKKWZLQVO\WK][\WUMZM`XMK\I\QWV[
IVLXZQWZQ\QM[\PI\¼[_PI\KWV\QV]M[\WLZQ^M\PM
J][QVM[[NWZ_IZLº
4WWSQVOIPMIL:=)/[MM[\PMJ][QVM[[
KPIVOQVO[TQOP\TaI[\PM^WT]UMWN I^QWVQK[
]XOZILM[I[[WKQI\ML_Q\P\PM),;*7]\
KWUXTQIVKMUIVLI\MNWZQVKZMI[M[QVL][\Za
_QLM)VL_Q\PÆ]K\]I\QVORM\[ITM[Q\IT[W[MM[
IVQVKZMI[QVOV]UJMZWN WTLMZIQZKZIN\XI[[QVO
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W]\WN _IZZIV\a[\I\][IVLZMY]QZQVO[XMKQITQ[\
M`XMZ\Q[ML]ZQVOPMI^aKPMKS[IVL\WMV[]ZM
\PMaIKPQM^M\PMQZN]TTTQNMKaKTMXW\MV\QIT¹?M
JMTQM^M_M¼ZM\PMTWOQKITXIZ\VMZNWZ\PQ[\aXMWN 
[]XXWZ\I[IVI]\PWZQ[ML[MZ^QKMKMV\ZMWZ5:7
NWZ*WUJIZLQMZ+QZZ][,I[[I]T\,QIUWVL
-UJZIMZ8QIOOQW8QXMZ<M`\ZWVIVL>QSQVO
7]ZMVOQVMMZQVOM`XMZ\Q[MIVL-);)
8IZ\2,M[QOV7ZOIVQbI\QWV)XXZW^IT8IZ\
/8ZWL]K\QWV7ZOIVQbI\QWVIVL8IZ\
5IQV\MVIVKM7ZOIVQbI\QWV[\I\][MVIJTM[][\W
KWV\QV]M[MZ^QVOW]ZK][\WUMZ[_Q\P[\I\MWN\PM
IZ\[WT]\QWV[5MIV_PQTM_MKWV\QV]W][TaLM^MTWX
[XMKQÅK[WT]\QWV[IVL;<+[\PI\ITTW_J][QVM[[RM\
W_VMZ[IVLWXMZI\WZ[\WUISM\PMUW[\WN \PMQZ
XZWL]K\Q^Q\aIVLXZWÅ\WX\QWV[ºQ

RUAG was first in
Europe to complete
2020 ADS-B avionics
compliance
modification on a
Challenger 601.

DORNIER LEGACY
In the period between the world wars, Germany’s Dornier
established aircraft production and test facilities in Switzerland.
From there it developed a series of pioneering commercial
aircraft, whose DNA continued into the 1980s’ Do 228 and
1990s’ Do 328. RUAG has inherited elements of that Dornier
legacy and its Bern location specialises in engineering, MRO
and aircraft remarketing of the Dornier 328.
Today the 328 is recognised as a rugged, versatile aircraft,
available in a range of equipment fits, including VIP transport, and
with either turboprop or turbofan powerplant. “Our 328 services
have earned us an excellent reputation in the market,” says
Simon Hafele, General Manager Site Bern-Belp, , “as well as with
the OEM. And, of course, our one-stop shop services apply to the
Dornier 328 too.”
Moreover, RUAG is now recognised as the OEM of the Dornier 228
turboprop, for which it provides complete support, including MRO,
interior and exterior services, and all system integration and avionics
upgrades, from its facilities in Munich/Oberpfaffenhofen and the
Authorised Service Centre in Bern.

As well as remarketing
the aircraft, RUAG
offers a complete set
of servicing options
for the Dornier 328.
Wolfgang Lackner/RUAG

www.bernairport.ch
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45’
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30’
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Bern Airport is the airport serving Berne, the capital city of Switzerland. Its location is in
the heart of Switzerland which enables an easy, fast and stress-free access to business
locations in Fribourg, Neuchâtel or Vevey. Furthermore, Swiss touristic attractions such
as the Bernese Oberland, Interlaken, Jungfrau or Lucerne, and the world-famous ski
resorts of Gstaad and Grindelwald can be reached in less than 90 minutes.
XNo slots required
X1.730 m grooved runway
XShort distances - ready for start-up in less than 5 minutes
XLocal helicopter and limousine service companies for smooth transfers
XCustoms and border guards
XOwn FBO, crew rest area, refuelling and caterings services
X'!-ACPRGCB '*1!2'PCQRPGARCB?LBPCA?RCEMPW 
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Celebrating a Connected Decade

O

n 21 February,
Inmarsat
celebrated
Satcom
Direct’s
ÅZ[\LMKILM
in support of its IP-based
SwiftBroadband (SBB) data service
[WT]\QWV1VUIZ[I\PILKWVÅZUML
SD as an aerospace distribution
licence partner in 2008, the latter
Y]QKSTaM`XIVLQVO\PMWٺMZQVO
beyond merely reselling to its
business, government and military
aviation customers.
The two companies have actually
worked closely together for 20 years
and the relationship continues to
ÆW]ZQ[P\PZW]OP;_QN\*ZWILJIVLIVL
2M\+WVVM@JI[MLWV[W]VLXZQVKQXTM[
that are perhaps even more important
\W;,\WLIa\PIV\PMa_MZM_PMVQ\
entered the market in 1997. Michael
:IKS1VUIZ[I\)^QI\QWV;MVQWZ>QKM
8ZM[QLMV\M`XTIQV["¹;,¼[[\ZWVONWK][
on providing stellar customer support
is such an important component to the
[]KKM[[WN ;_QN\*ZWILJIVL+][\WUMZ[
[PIZM[\WZQM[WN PW_;,PI[OWVMIJW^M
IVLJMaWVL\WMV[]ZM\PMIQZKZIN\Q[
KWVVMK\ML1\¼[_PI\_MTWWSNWZQVI
partner. People willing to go all out to
support the customer.
¹7^MZ\PMTI[\aMIZ[1VUIZ[I\
PI[KZMI\MLU]T\QXTMKTI[[M[WZ[XMML[
WN ;_QN\*ZWILJIVL[]XXWZ\QVO[UITTMZ
IV\MVVI[MVIJTQVO[UITTMZIQZKZIN\\W
PI^MIZMTQIJTMKIJQVKWVVMK\Q^Q\aWX\QWV
?MIT[WTI]VKPML\PM)TXPI[I\[I\MTTQ\M
INM_aMIZ[IOW\WQVKZMI[MKIXIKQ\aNWZ
\PMMV\QZM-5-)ZMOQWV<PQ[aMIZ_M
KWTML\PMMٺWZ\_Q\P+WJPIU\WOM\
;_QN\*ZWILJIVL^ITQLI\MLI[I[INM\a
[MZ^QKM_Q\P\PM.));,PI[JMMV
I\ZMUMVLW][XIZ\VMZ\PZW]OPQ\ITT
[]XXWZ\QVO\M[\IVLLMXTWaUMV\IVL
coordinating customer communication.”

Inmarsat and SD are planning for a future
in which connectivity requirements go
way beyond the cabin

)KaVQKITWJ[MZ^MZUQOP\[]OOM[\\PM
IOZMMUMV\\WZM[MTT;_QN\*ZWILJIVL
_I[[]ٻ
KQMV\\WO]IZIV\MM;,[]KKM[[
J]\QV[\MIL\PMKWUXIVa][MLQ\I[I
means to develop its own product line.
5QKPIMT;SW]+PZQ[\MV[MV;,¼[>8
1V\MZVI\QWVIT[Ia["¹;,_I[IUWVO\PM
ÅZ[\KWUXIVQM[\W_WZS_Q\P1VUIZ[I\I[
I;_QN\*ZWILJIVL^IT]MILLMLZM[MTTMZ

giving us the advantage of understanding
Q\[XW\MV\QITIVLWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[_PQKP
PMTXML][LMTQ^MZIJM\\MZ[MZ^QKM\W
W]ZK][\WUMZ[)[_I[WVMWN \PMÅZ[\
\Z]TaZWJ][\IQZ\QUMLMTQ^MZa[a[\MU[
\PI\JZW]OP\UMIVQVON]TKWVVMK\Q^Q\a\W
J][QVM[[I^QI\QWVQ\IT[WPMTXML][KZMI\M
our worldwide aviation footprint. When
][MZ[KIUM\W][NWZ\PM[MZ^QKM_M
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ILLML^IT]M\W\PMWٺMZQVOQVW\PMZ_Ia[
1\IT[WPMTXML][[]XXWZ\\PMOZW_\PWN 
1VUIZ[I\¼[[MZ^QKMXZM[MVKM_WZTL_QLM
<PMZMTI\QWV[PQXQ[U]\]ITTaJMVMÅKQIT
IVLIT_Ia[PI[JMMVº
;_QN\*ZWILJIVLWXMVMLIVM_MZI
WN QVÆQOP\KWVVMK\Q^Q\aWVMQV_PQKP
;,_I[IXQWVMMZJ]\_PQKP_I[V¼\
without its challenges. Christensen
KWUUMV\["¹<PMJQOOM[\KPITTMVOM_I[
QLMV\QNaQVO\PMUIZSM\¼[ZMY]QZMUMV\[
and then deciding how to work together
to supply that. We work with a variety
of aviation customers from military
\PZW]OP\WW_VMZXQTW\[[W_M¼ZMIJTM
\WNMML\PMQZVMML[JIKS\W1VUIZ[I\
IVLW]ZW\PMZIQZ\QUM[]XXTQMZ[PMTXQVO
develop new services. The challenge for
all of us is keeping up with the changing
demands of the market place.” From
1VUIZ[I\¼[XWQV\WN ^QM_:IKSQLMV\QÅM[
I[TQOP\TaLQٺMZMV\[M\WN LMUIVL["¹1¼L
say the major challenge is competition.
.WZ1VUIZ[I\PI^QVOU]T\QXTMKPIVVMT
partners keeps everyone on their game.
1\SMMX[XZQKMZMI[WVIJTM1\SMMX[Y]ITQ\a
PQOP1\SMMX[[ITM[\MIU[MVOIOML1V\PM
MVLITT\PM[MJMVMÅ\W]ZK][\WUMZ[;,
LWM[[]KPIOZMI\RWJ\PMaWN\MVY]M[\QWV
why we need other partners…”
4WWSQVOJIKSW^MZ\PMKWWXMZI\QWV
+PZQ[\MV[MVZMKSWV["¹1VW]ZZMTI\QWV[PQX
_Q\P1VUIZ[I\_M¼^MNWK][[MLWVJ]QTLQVO
a trusted rapport that ensures we add
value for our customers and remain
dedicated to supporting the growth of
1VUIZ[I\¼[I^QI\QWVLQ^Q[QWV?MKWV\QV]M
\WLM^MTWX\PMZMTI\QWV[PQX_PQKP
JMVMÅ\[NZWUU]\]ITZM[XMK\IVLI[QVOTM
desire to provide the services it wants to
the aviation community.”
SBB Future?

?Q\P1VUIZ[I\¼[2M\+WVVM@WNNMZQVO
XZM^QW][Ta]VZMIKPIJTM[XMML[Q\
[MMU[ZMI[WVIJTM\WM`XMK\\PI\JW\P
\PMXZW^QLMZIVL;,_QTTJMOQVOMV\Ta
XPI[QVO\PM;_QN\*ZWILJIVLXZWL]K\
W]\1VNIK\\PMWXXW[Q\MQ[\Z]M
[QVKM;**Q[MVRWaQVO[WUM\PQVOWN 
IZMVIQ[[IVKM¹1\¼[Y]Q\MIVM`KQ\QVO
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\QUMNWZ;_QN\*ZWILJIVL1\IVL\PM
4JIVLJIKSJWVMQ\[Q\[WVIZMXWQ[ML
NWZ\PMVM`\KPIX\MZ1VTM[[\PIV
UWV\P[_M¼TTJMOQVTI]VKPQVO\PM
1[I\MTTQ\M[<PMa¼TTPW[\IV4JIVL
XIaTWIL\PI\_QTTLW]JTM\PMI^IQTIJTM
JIVL_QL\P\ZQXTM\PMKPIVVMT[
I^IQTIJTMIVL[]XXWZ\LaVIUQK
[MZ^QKM[QVKT]LQVOJMIU\ZIKSQVO
IVLK][\WUJMIU[PIXM[5W[\
QUXWZ\IV\TaK]ZZMV\\MZUQVIT[_QTT
JMJIKS_IZL[KWUXI\QJTM1\UMIV[
Q\_QTTJMI\W[[]XW^MZ_PM\PMZ
;_QN\*ZWILJIVLQ[][MLXZQUIZQTaNWZ
[INM\a[MZ^QKM[KIJQVKWVVMK\Q^Q\aWV
[UITTMZRM\[WZ=)>[º:IKSM`XTIQV[
+PZQ[\MV[MVIT[W[MM[IJZQOP\N]\]ZMNWZ
;**¹<PMJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWVUIZSM\PI[
[WUIVa^IZaQVOVMML[\PI\_MM`XMK\\PM
service to continue for years to come. Jet
ConneX is the perfect solution for mid- to
TIZOMKIJQVIQZKZIN\\PI\KIV[]XXWZ\Q\[
PIZL_IZM[WN\_IZMIVLKW[\ZMY]QZMUMV\[
*]\1VUIZ[I\IT[WXZW^QLM[;**[WT]\QWV[
\PI\[]Q\[UITT\WUQL[QbMKIJQV[I[_MTTI[
ZW\IZaIQZKZIN\IVL_MIV\QKQXI\MLM^MTWXQVO
those services in conjunction with them.”

6WVM\PMTM[[2M\+WVVM@ZMUIQV[
the solution of choice for larger jets
IVLNWZ\PI\:IKS[Ia[¹;,Q[IV
QV^IT]IJTMXIZ\VMZ<PMaOWIJW^MIVL
JMaWVL_WZSQVOQV\MOZI\QWVQ[[]M[
_Q\P][\WUI`QUQ[M\PMK][\WUMZ[¼
M`XMZQMVKMº¹:QOP\VW__MIZM\PM
largest value-added reseller of the Jet
+WVVM@WٺMZQVOº+PZQ[\MV[MVVW\M[
¹?M_WZSML_Q\P\PM\MKPVWTWOa
NZWU\PM[\IZ\_PQKPUMIV[_M
support our customers with a deep
SVW_TMLOMWN \PMXZWL]K\?M¼^MM^MV
LM^MTWXMLMVPIVKML;MZ^QKM4M^MT
)OZMMUMV\[;4)[NWZW]Z2M\+WVVM@
K][\WUMZ[[]XXWZ\QVOXZWIK\Q^MW]\IOM
VW\QÅKI\QWV[OQ^QVOWV[Q\M[]XXWZ\NZWU
IV;,ÅMTL[MZ^QKMMVOQVMMZIVITa[Q[WN 
Q[[]M[\WM[\IJTQ[PZMUMLQITIK\QWVIVL
KW^MZIOMITMZ\[I[_MTTI[O]IZIV\MML
email and telephone response times.
?M_WZSIKZW[[\PMJWIZL_Q\P
1VUIZ[I\XZWL]K\[IVLPW__MIL^Q[M
our customers depends on what their
mission needs are. This is what drives
our counsel.
¹1V\MZU[WN XWX]TIZQ\aQ\¼[ITUW[\
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QUXW[[QJTM\WKWUXIZM\PMMV\P][QI[U
NWZ2M\+WVVM@_Q\P;**¼[TI]VKP<PM
J][QVM[[I^QI\QWV[MK\WZPI[UW^MLWV
[QOVQÅKIV\Ta+WVVMK\Q^Q\aM`XMK\I\QWV[
are much higher and those that have
\PMJ]LOM\[_IV\\WMٺMK\Q^MTaZMXTQKI\M
\PMWV\PMOZW]VLM`XMZQMVKMQV\PMIQZ
2M\+WVVM@[]XXWZ\[Wٻ
KMQV\PM[Sa
KWVVMK\Q^Q\aIZW]VL\PMOTWJM_PQKP
Q[^MZaXWX]TIZ_Q\PZMO]TIZJ][QVM[[
aviation users travelling long range.”
Another Decade?

?PQTM2M\+WVVM@IVL;_QN\*ZWILJIVL
UQOP\JMZ]TQVO\PMZWW[\1VUIZ[I\Q[
not standing still. Michael Rack reveals
that its long-anticipated European
)^QI\QWV6M\_WZS-)6Q[[M\\W
JMKWUMIZMITQ\a\PQ[aMIZ¹<PM-)6Q[
\PMÅZ[\QV\MOZI\ML;JIVL[I\MTTQ\MIVL
KWUXTMUMV\IZa4<-JI[ML\MZZM[\ZQIT
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VM\_WZS1\KIVXZW^QLM[XMML[]X\W
5JX[\W\PMIQZKZIN\·\PI\¼[\_QKM
what the Jet ConneX tail-mounted
IV\MVVIKIVLW-)6Q[]XIVLZ]VVQVO
IVL\PMJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWVUIZSM\Q[
ZMILa\WTI]VKP_Q\PQ\[ÅZ[\J][QVM[[RM\
;<+ITZMILa]VLMZ_Ia?M¼TTPI^MUWZM
-)6IVVW]VKMUMV\[[WWV º
.WZQ\[XIZ\;,KWV\QV]M[\WM`XIVL
Q\[_QLMZJ][QVM[[WٺMZQVO_PQKPVW_
QVKT]LM[QV\MZVM\PIZL_IZM^WQKMÆQOP\
LMKSÆQOP\WXMZI\QWV[MV\MZ\IQVUMV\
UWJQTMIXXUIVIOML[MZ^QKM[IVL
[]XXWZ\\WWTXZWL]K\[4WWSQVOIPMIL"
¹?M[MM\PMKWVVMK\MLI^QI\QWVVM\_WZS
I[\PMVM`\JQO[\MXº+PZQ[\MV[MV[Ia[
¹)[\PMI^QI\QWVUIZSM\JMKWUM[UWZM
LQOQ\Q[ML_MQUIOQVM\PI\ITTXPI[M[
WN ÆQOP\_QTTJMKWUMKWVVMK\MLQVWVM
_IaWZIVW\PMZ)[\PQ[PIXXMV[IVLITT
MTMUMV\[WN \PMÆQOP\IZM[aVKPZWVQ[ML

NZWUÆQOP\XTIVVQVO\PZW]OP\W
UIQV\MVIVKM\PMVMMLNWZQVKZMI[ML
LI\I\ZIV[UQ[[QWVXW_MZZWJ][\VM[[IVL
PQOPMZLMTQ^MZaZI\M[I\UWZMIٺWZLIJTM
prices will increase.
¹1VKWVR]VK\QWV_Q\P\PQ[ZMY]QZMUMV\
to deliver more information via the
network comes the increasing need to
SMMX\ZIV[UQ[[QWV[IVLLI\I[INM?M¼TT
KWV\QV]MLM^MTWXQVOW]Z[]Q\MWN KaJMZ
[MK]ZQ\a[MZ^QKM[\ISQVOIL^IV\IOMWN W]Z
MVL\WMVL[WT]\QWV_Q\P\PM;,,I\I
+MV\MZPIZL_IZM[WN\_IZMIVL\PZMI\
monitoring services.
¹?MIT[WIV\QKQXI\M\PI\\PMVMML
for connectivity will develop across all
[MK\WZ[WN I^QI\QWVNZWU=)>[\PZW]OP
to supersonic jets. We hope to work
_Q\P1VUIZ[I\IVLITTW]ZXIZ\VMZ[
in developing services that satisfy the
growing hunger for data.” Q
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Imagine the business aviation world where all players are connected, where operators can share information
by speaking the same language. Where time and distance are cancelled... this is Flyup.aero, the place
where Argos VPH makes the difference, giving the customer a truly different experience.
Argos VPH, commit itself exclusively and personally each single ﬂight with care. Your crew will be welcomed
to our facilities by our professional and trained staff and your aircraft will be promptly handled.
Our professionalism has been recognized and certified with the achievement of ISO 9001 Certiluxe.
LIRA - LIRF - LIML - LIMC - LIPZ - LIPX - LIPH - LIRP - LIRN - LIRI - LICC - LICJ - LIEE - LSZA - LIMG - LIEO

THE FUTURE

IS NOW

THE GROUND SERVICE REVOLUTION
TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS
A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE.
TM

FLY UP

ground
services
evolution

ARGOS VPH, THE LEADING FBOS IN ITALY

E N J OY YO U R F L I G H T A N D L A N D O N C E R TA I N T I E S

argosvph.com

LONDON SOUTHEND AIRPORT

| GLYN JONES

The Southend Advantage

P

rincess Caroline
of Brunswick,
queen of the
United Kingdom
through her
marriage to
George IV, albeit for less than two
years from January 1820, visited
Southend-on-Sea during her
period as consort. A lady whom,
judging by her Wikipedia entry,
would today be an avid social
media user and darling of reality
TV, Caroline set a precedent for
VIP travel to the British seaside
town that now centres on London
Southend Airport.
Owned since 2008 by the Stobart
Group, London Southend is around
40 miles from central London and serves
its VIP and business aviation clientele
through the Stobart Jet Centre FBO. The
NIKQTQ\aWٺMZ[[XMMLa\ZIV[NMZ[·JaKIZ\W
or from the aircraft in many cases, thanks
\WMI[aZIUXIKKM[[·IVLQ\[UIZSM\MMZ[
while making much of its rapid road
links into London, also draw attention to
its exceptional, and frequent, rail service.
The airport has the capacity and
enthusiasm to expand its presence in
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Glyn Jones, CEO Stobart Aviation.
Ruth Knight/Stobart Aviation

the VIP and business aviation market.
Speaking to EVA late in April, Glyn
Jones, CEO of Stobart Aviation noted
just how far that will extends. “We had
a terminal that was no longer in use,
so we rebuilt it into a brand new FBO,
which we started using in January. It’s
N]TTaMY]QXXML_Q\PJZQMÅVONIKQTQ\QM[
and bedrooms for crews, a beautiful
lounge, boardroom with full audio-visual
equipment and everything else you’d
expect from a leading FBO.”
Stobart has chosen an ideal moment
\W]XOZILMQ\[WٺMZQVO_Q\PVQOP\ÆaQVO
hours for business aviation at other
London airports, notably Stansted and
Luton, reduced from June. Much of that
\ZIٻ
K_QTTTWWSNWZIT\MZVI\Q^M4WVLWV

airports and Jones believes Southend is
perfectly placed to grab its share. “We’re
available 24/7 for private jets, every
day. It’s a great opportunity for us. This
year we’re targeting 2,000 private jet
movements, but we’re already seeing
an uplift in numbers; we’re a good way
ahead of where we were this time last
year and I’d be very surprised if we don’t
make that 2,000 target and more.
“We’ve also got a number of
operators basing their aircraft here,
because we have plenty of hangar
space. There’s a degree of capacity
restraint around London already, even
without the night closures. I ran Luton
for several years and I know that from a
private jet perspective it’s full and what
space it has is being squeezed by its
rapid growth as a commercial airport.
There’s no real capacity at Heathrow,
Gatwick or London City, which means
XZQKM[QVKZMI[MTMI^QVO][\WWٺMZI
combination of great service, ample
capacity and attractive pricing, and we
can handle ACJs and 737-based BBJs,
with hangar space adjacent to the FBO.”
Southend to London

But what about access to London?

LONDON SOUTHEND AIRPORT

Anyone who regularly drives on
London’s motorway network knows
that it’s something of a lottery.
There’s a fast alternative on the
train from Southend, but do bizjet
passengers really transfer to the
railway? “I was at the Jet Centre
recently when a Challenger arrived.
I was expecting the passengers to
ask either: ‘Where’s the helicopter?’
or ‘Where’s the car?’. There was a
helicopter sitting just outside, but they
asked how long it took to get to the
station.” So, passengers really do use
the train, and crews even more so.
“As far as the roads are concerned,
on a good day it takes an hour. On a
bad day, it takes longer… But that’s no
LQٺMZMV\\WLZQ^QVOQV\WKMV\ZIT4WVLWV
from any of the alternative airports. I
believe our surface access is just as good
·WZJIL·I[IVa_PMZMMT[M
“We also own and operate our own
PMTQKWX\MZ\ZIV[NMZ[MZ^QKMÆaQVOLQZMK\Ta
into London, typically Battersea, but also
the Isle of Dogs. The helicopter is also
available for charter, should customers
require more extensive use.”
Airport Services

The lack of timely airport services
is a common complaint among FBO
operators, a primary reason for them
to occasionally fail in delivering the

standards to which they aspire and a
frequent cause of grumbling in the
cockpit. At Southend, the Stobart
Group owns and operates the airport,
FBO and associated services which,
Jones says, brings considerable
advantages.
“We ran a change management
programme coincident with opening the
new FBO and as a great, if somewhat
practical example of how we make the
IQZXWZ\_WZS_MQLMV\QÅMLXI[[MVOMZ
security screening as a potential issue. It’s
not something that happens very often,
but when it does, it needs to be handled
LQٺMZMV\Ta\WIKWUUMZKQITWXMZI\QWV<W
I^WQL\ISQVO[\I_ٺPW_MZMZMITTaOWWL
at doing their job in one environment
and using them in another where they
_MZMXMZPIX[VW\[WMٻ
KQMV\_M[M\]XI
completely separate screening facility.
“London Southend Airport has a
reputation for delivering exceptional
service. We intend to uphold that
reputation and carry it over to the
Jet Centre. You could ask: ‘What will
happen when our commercial airline
customers begin taking us towards
capacity? Will we squeeze our business
aviation clients and somehow manage
\PMKWVÆQK\'¼5aIV[_MZQ[[QUXTM
“We’ve joined the All-Party
Parliamentary Group on General
Aviation because I’m absolutely

| GLYN JONES

determined that we’ve set ourselves up
for the long term at the Jet Centre and
we’ll continue serving our customers
properly. If I need to go to the local
authority and request an additional
10,000 movements to satisfy my
ZMY]QZMUMV\[NWZXZQ^I\MRM\[IVLÆaQVO
schools, then that’s what I’ll do.”
If Stobart Aviation’s CEO has his
way, London Southend’s Jet Centre
FBO is here for the duration and
he’s determined that its standards be
maintained even as the airport’s airline
customers expand their presence. What
then, are his primary challenges? “The
weather,” he says, somewhat ruefully,
but then any airport operator in the
UK might list the country’s climate as
a challenge. More seriously, he reckons
its awareness.
¹?MÅVLW]Z[MT^M[QVIVQVKZMLQJTa
complicated communications
environment, where multiple vendors
and services vie for the attention of
people travelling and living in and
IZW]VL4WVLWV1\¼[QVKZMLQJTaLQٻ
K]T\
to get your product noticed among
the clamour but we’re aware of that
and we’re really getting stuck into the
problem. We’re at EBACE and actively
promoting awareness in the industry
whenever we can. We’re absolutely
alive to the problem and working hard
\WÅ`Q\ºQ

We had a terminal that was no
longer in use, so we rebuilt it into
a brand new FBO, which we
started using in January
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FIXED BASE OPERATIONS

ASIA
Jet Aviation, Asia Pacific and
Middle East
Jet Aviation has completed its
US$250-million acquisition
of Hawker Pacific, a leading
provider of aircraft sales, MRO,
and fleet and FBO services across
Asia Pacific and the Middle
East. As a result, Jet Aviation
adds 19 locations to its global
network, including seven FBOs,
14 MRO facilities and more than
400,000sqft of hangar space. In
excess of 800 employees will also
become part of Jet Aviation.

EUROPE

News On The Move

FBO Round-up
Jet Aviation, Asia Pacific and Middle East

Geneva Airpark, Switzerland
Geneva Airpark has continued to
soar, recording a 20% increase
in daily annual turnover in
2017. Compared to 2016, figures
show a growth in the number of
aircraft accommodated (+13%),
the number of daily reservations
(+12%) and the quantity of new
customers acquired (+30%).
Roskilde Airport, Copenhagen,
Denmark
Roskilde Airport reduced charges
for all airport users by 7.2% from
1 April, placing it among the

cheapest airports for business jets
in Denmark.
Solent Airport, Lee-on-the-Solent,
Hampshire, UK
Following the opening of five
new general aviation hangars
in December last year, Fareham
Borough Council has completed
six business aircraft hangars at
the former Daedalus Airfield site.
London Oxford Airport, UK

London Oxford Airport, ranked
as the fifth busiest UK business
airport and among the top 20 in
Europe, is one of a handful of
British business airports that have
seen consistent growth since the
financial crash of 2007.
According to Eurocontrol figures,
London Stansted (with its five FBOs)
leads the ‘most recovered’ list, with a
35% 10-year growth. London Oxford
is a close second, with an overall 32%
growth. London Luton Airport retains
its crown as the number one airport for
business aviation movements in the UK.

Solent Airport, Lee-on-the-Solent, Hampshire, UK

Weston Aviation, Humberside
International Airport, North
Lincolnshire, UK
Weston Aviation, the UK and
Ireland-based business aviation
and FBO specialist, has announced
continuous year-on-year growth
of ad hoc aircraft activity at
Humberside International
Airport.
From opening at the airport in 2011,
where there was previously no formal
FBO facility, Weston Aviation has
increased the airfield’s business aviation
and cargo movements by 212%.
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FIXED BASE OPERATIONS

MIDDLE EAST
Hadid, Jinnah International
Airport, Pakistan
Having recently announced that
it would enter FBO management
at Riviera Airport, Italy, Hadid
has expanded its network. It will
manage and operate the FBO at
Pakistan’s Jinnah International
Airport. It’s undergoing significant
renovation, after which Hadid will
begin operations.

NORTH AMERICA
CYHU H-18 Services, Montreal
Saint-Hubert, Canada
Montreal Saint-Hubert Airport’s
CYHU H-18 Services FBO is
relocating after selling its hangar
space. It aims to break ground on
a new 46,000sqft FBO complex,
known as Aeroparc H-19, on
private land close to the airport.

Million Air, Westchester County
Airport, New York
Million Air has opened a stateof-the-art hangar in its corporate
aviation complex at Westchester
County Airport, New York. The
52,000sqft building is part of
Million Air’s $80-million expansion
and upgrade at the airport.
The two-storey hangar features 28ft
high doors, capable of accommodating
a Gulfstream G650. Its floors are heated
with a high-tech radiant system that
enables temperatures to be maintained
for aircraft and personnel.
Million Air’s complex now
has 84,000sqft of hangar floor and
7.25 acres of ramp space.
Phillips 66 Aviation
Phillips 66 Aviation has added
five FBOs to its large US network:
Anderson Municipal Airport,

serving Anderson, Indiana;
Carlisle Municipal Airport,
serving Carlisle, Arkansas, Exec
Air Montana, serving Helena,
Montana; Newport Regional
Airport, serving Newport,
Arkansas; and Torrington
Municipal Airport, serving
Torrington, Wyoming.
Livingston Executive Airport,
Louisiana
Michael Baker International,
a global leader in engineering,
planning and consulting services,
has been selected to design and
develop the new Livingston Executive
Airport in Livingston, Louisiana.
Under the five-year contract, Michael
Baker will provide aviation engineering
services for the new general aviation
airport, which will include a 5,000ft
runway, flight service station, hangars
and fuel facilities. Q
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| ECCELSA AVIATION

L

ooking back at
black and white
photos from the
early 1960s, it’s
clear the architect
responsible for
Costa Smeralda was equipped
not only with a vision for its
creation but also the unique
ability to realise it. For around 50
years, Costa Smeralda has been
renowned as one of the world’s
premier tourist destinations.
Today, Eccelsa Aviation’s leading-edge
FBO lays at its heart, just 4km from the
brand-new Marina di Olbia, with its
berthing and services for yachts of all
sizes. Uniquely in the Mediterranean,
a private transfer service between the
Eccelsa Aviation terminal and the
5IZQVIMVIJTM[Å^M[\IZ^IKI\QWVMZ[\W
begin their holiday within a few minutes
of touching down, with no need for a
long drive or helicopter transfer.
Opened in summer 2009 and still
Olbia’s only FBO, the Eccelsa Aviation
facility is an architectural masterpiece in
its own right. From above it resembles
a massive aircraft door while from
ground level its clean, sleek lines seem
to swoop skywards like giant wings. As
passengers relax in the terminal’s
cocoon-like comfort, its elegant lines
and beautifully designed balance of
VI\]ZITIVLIZ\QÅKQITTQOP\KZMI\MI
sense of absolute privacy and peace.
Eccelsa Aviation, 100%
controlled by airport management
company Geasar SpA, part of
the Meridiana Group, combines
utter professionalism with a touch
of special charm that comes from
LMITQVO_Q\PIKWV[\IV\ÆW_WN 
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discerning, often celebrity, clients. Its
customer-orientated ‘culture of service’
approach and problem-solving attitude
are encapsulated in the can-do attitude
WN Q\[XZWNM[[QWVIT[\Iٺ
Led by General Manager Francesco
Cossu, they tackle all customer requests,
including the most unusual, with sheer
passion on a daily basis. “Passenger
numbers and plane movements have
doubled since we launched in 2003 and
_Q\P\PI\\PM^IZQM\aWN ZMY]M[\[_MÅVL
W]Z[MT^M[[I\Q[NaQVOPI[LQ^MZ[QÅMLº
Cossu explains with a smile.
“After all, in this industry service is
everything and within the boundaries of
legality, goodwill and common sense, we
always try to please our customers and
ensure they leave our premises happy
IVL[I\Q[ÅML_PM\PMZ\PMa¼ZMIZZQ^QVO\W
the island or returning home. We’re all
very much aware that our tourists are a
vital asset, not only for Eccelsa and the
IQZXWZ\J]\NWZ\PMMV\QZMZMOQWVº
The numbers of a highly select visitors
to the Costa Smeralda are sky-rocketing.
These are folk who travel from all over the
world to chill out on super yachts, in the
dreamily exclusive villas along the coast
or in the most exclusive hotels in Costa
Smeralda and surrounding settlements.

The FBO terminal was built to service
\PQ[LQ[KZMM\QVÆ]`1\QVKT]LM[U
of retail heaven, including a plethora of
luxury brands selling unique products,
including De Grisogono jewellery,
Provasi luxury furniture, high-end men’s
and women’s shoes, sunglasses, and the
JM[\NWWLIVLÅVM_QVM[NZWU;IZLQVQI
\PM1\ITQIVUIQVTIVLIVL\PMÅVM[\
producers in Europe. There is also a
quality restaurant and conference hall,
plus a San Marino Aircraft Registry
Wٻ
KMIVLIVIZKPQ\MK\]ZIT[\]LQWWٺMZQVO
services to customers transiting the FBO
during the summer.
The terminal is a glittering symphony
of glass, steel and the beautiful local
granite, and boasts a feature unique
in Europe – an impressive outer wing
that allows guests to access the terminal
directly from their aircraft. The
alternative is a short ride to or from the
terminal in one Eccelsa’s modern Audi
ÆMM\_PQTMIKWUXM\MV\_MTT\ZIQVML
team handles their luggage with the
ultimate care. Meanwhile, the ‘wing’
accommodates aircraft as large as the
737BBJ and ACJ; tellingly, these large
jets comprise around 5% of the FBO’s
aircraft movements.
July and August are predictably the
busiest months, with between 3,000
and 4,000 arrivals and departures
monthly. Privacy, security and
comfort are among the qualities these
aircrafts’ passengers most appreciate
about Eccelsa Aviation’s service.
And its work with the Marina
di Olbia is very much a part of
\PI\[MZ^QKMWٺMZQVOILQ[KZMM\
TQUW][QVMÆMM\\PI\_PQ[S[QVKWUQVO
passengers directly from touch
down to their yachts and ensures

PROFILE

they enjoy their holiday to its very last
minute. A short helicopter hop can also
be arranged to any super yacht with
a helipad, or any of the local hotels
and villas. Regardless of the mode of
transport, onward travel is smoothly
IZZIVOML\PZW]OP\PMÅVMTaPWVML
[SQTT[IVLMٻ
KQMVKaWN -KKMT[I¼[PQOPTa
motivated team.
The terminal’s concierge service
is able to organise everything visitors
require for a perfect stay, from horse
\ZMSSQVO\WXZQ^I\MÆaQVO.MZZIZQ
Bentley or Aston Martin rentals to
yacht charters, either bare-boat or with
a skipper and crew. Through its sister

company Cortesa, Eccelsa also provides
ÅZ[\KTI[[QVÆQOP\KI\MZQVONZWUIUMV]
of 100 dishes, ranging from simple
sandwiches to mouth-watering lobster,
local Sardinian and Italian specialities,
IVLÅVM_QVM[7V\PMOZW]VL\PM
\MZUQVITJWI[\[IKWٺMM[PWXIVLJIZ
[MZ^QVONWWLITTLIaIVLWٺMZQVOTWKIT
LQ[PM[ÅVM_QVM[IVLTWKIT8ZW[MKKW
and Spumante.
Eccelsa’s agreement with the
Meridiana Maintenance Team ensures
ÅZ[\KTI[[OZW]VLI[[Q[\IVKM_Q\P
QV\MOZI\ML[MZ^QKM[NWZÆQOP\KZM_[IVL
the option to hangar aircraft for the
length of their stay at Olbia. Air taxi

| BERN AIRPORT

companies and their crews are also well
catered for, since they now account for
]X\W WN \PM\ZIٻ
KIZZQ^QVOI\7TJQI
Costa Smeralda.
Eccelsa Aviation is among the
reasons people demanding a truly
special holiday in a truly special
place return to Sardinia – an island
_PMZMNZQMVLTQVM[[Y]ITQ\aIVLÅZ[\
class service are in the nature of its
QVPIJQ\IV\[·IOIQVIVLIOIQV>Q[Q\WZ[
from an array of cultures meet and
live together in perfect harmony in
Costa Smeralda for the entire summer
season, using Eccelsa Aviation for all
their private aviation needs. Q

Switzerland’s Sensible, Central Alternative

S

erving the Swiss capital, Bern Airport
WٺMZ[I[]ZXZQ[QVOZIVOMWN JMVMÅ\[
for private jet users, not least its close
proximity to multiple business centres
and some of Switzerland’s primary
ski slopes. Passengers and operators
also appreciate the facility’s slot availability, as CEO
Mathias Gantenbein explains.
“Bern Airport does not have slot restrictions, which means
passengers can travel at their preferred time within our long
weekday opening hours of 07:00 to 22:00 – or slightly revised
weekend times. And the airport’s location in the heart of
Switzerland enables smooth, stress-free transfers to business
locations including Fribourg, Neuchâtel, Lausanne and
Montreux, and world-famous visitor destinations, among them
Interlaken, Grindelwald and Gstaad. As a smaller regional
airport, Bern also promises a friendly atmosphere and short
\ZIV[Q\\QUM[#VWUWZM\PIVÅ^MUQV]\M[NZWU\PMKIZ\PZW]OP
[MK]ZQ\a\W\PMIQZKZIN\º
?Q\PQ\[UZ]V_IaIVL-);)KI\MOWZaÅZMÅOP\QVO
[MZ^QKM[*MZVQ[[]Q\IJTMNWZI^IZQM\aWN Å`MLIVLZW\IZa_QVO
WXMZI\QWV[*I[MLKWUXIVQM[QVKT]LM5W]V\IQVÆaMZ[IVL;_Q[[
0MTQKWX\MZJW\PWٺMZQVO>18PMTQKWX\MZ\ZIV[XWZ\I[I][MN]T
IT\MZVI\Q^M\WWV_IZL\ZI^MTJaKIZ;KPML]TMLIQZTQVMÆQOP\[
to 25 destinations across Europe, via Helvetic Airways and
SkyWork Airlines, are also available.
Gantenbein says the airport is set up to facilitate helicopter
movements. “Transfer from business jet to connecting
PMTQKWX\MZÆQOP\Q[MI[QTaIKKWUXTQ[PMLLMXMVLQVOWVXI[[MVOMZ
origin – Schengen or non-Schengen. Our handling agents are

available to help customers through customs and then drive
them to their helicopter as required. The process takes no
longer than 10 minutes, making it very attractive for passengers
TWWSQVONWZNI[\LQ[KZM\M\ZIV[Q\[º
<PMIQZXWZ\Q[IT[WVW[\ZIVOMZ\W>>18IVLPMILWN
state visitors. “Serving the nation’s capital city, Bern Airport
ZMKMQ^M[ZMO]TIZLQXTWUI\QKÆQOP\[1\¼[R][\UQV]\M[NZWU
\PMKQ\aKMV\ZMIVLWٺMZ[[PWZ\\ZIV[Q\LQ[\IVKM[_PQKPUMIV
discretion for passengers. In addition, head-of-state and
governmental convoys may be escorted by the police directly
NZWU\PM\IZUIKº
MRO and Expansion

Bern also offers MRO provision, from Airmatec, which
specialises in piston-engined general aviation types and
smaller executive turboprops, and RUAG, with access to its
full range of business aviation services.
Recognising the importance of its growing business aviation
customer base, the airport is investing in a new business jet
hangar project open to third parties and additional ramp space;
Gantenbein regards both as being ‘of key importance’ for the
IQZÅMTL¼[N]\]ZM¹?M_IV\\WXW[Q\QWVW]Z[MT^M[I[;_Q\bMZTIVL¼[
preferred business jet airport for leisure travellers – Bernese
7JMZTIVL>ITIQ[+MV\ZIT;_Q\bMZTIVLIVL\PM<PZMM4ISM[
Region can all be reached by car in 60 to 75 minutes. We also
want to be considered a regular, sensible alternative to Geneva
and Zurich, the major Swiss airports, and their slot restrictions.
“Our major challenge today is telling people about our
M`KMTTMV\WٺMZQVOIVL]VQY]MTWKI\QWVQV;_Q\bMZTIVLJMKI][M
Q\¼[[\QTTVW\_MTTSVW_VIJZWILºQ
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ATTEND THE WORLD’S LARGEST
BUSINESS AVIATION EVENT
Join over 25,000 industry professionals for
the most important three days of business
aviation, with 1,100 exhibitors, 2 static displays
of aircraft, and more than 50 education
opportunities. Save the date and visit the
NBAA-BACE website to learn more.

www.nbaa.org/2018
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Ready for
Kick-off…

World Cup Flight
Management

H

eadquartered
at London
Oxford Airport
and established
only last year,
ÆQOP\IVL\ZQX
UIVIOMUMV\KWUXIVa<ZI^QWV
PI[[MK]ZMLIVM`KT][Q^MÆQOP\
UIVIOMUMV\[MZ^QKM[IOZMMUMV\
_Q\P<PM)^QI\QWV.IK\WZaI[\PM
TI\\MZ¼[M`KT][Q^M[MZ^QKMXZW^QLMZ
NWZ\PM .1.)?WZTL+]X_PQKP
SQKS[WٺQV5W[KW_WV2]VM
Including operators in Prague and the
UAE, Travion’s experienced personnel
nurture particular regional expertise
and Sales and Marketing Director

Andrea Jilkova says this provides a real
IL^IV\IOM_PMVXTIVVQVOÆQOP\[QV\W
:][[QI¹5IVaXZW^QLMZ[IZMWٺMZQVO
[]XXWZ\NWZÆQOP\[\W\PM?WZTL+]X
J]\<ZI^QWVWٺMZ[[]J[\IV\QITXZW^MV
experience in the airline charter business.
)TTW]ZÆQOP\UIVIOMZ[_WZSMLNWZUIRWZ
IQZTQVM[QVLQ[XI\KPIVLWV\PMZIUXI[
[\I\QWVUIVIOMZ[[W\PMa¼ZM][ML\W\PM
irregularities of the airline business.
“In addition, our in-depth knowledge
WN :][[QIIVLQ\[K]T\]ZMUMIV[_M¼ZM
IJTM\WZMTIaQVNWZUI\QWV\WW]ZKTQMV\[
ITUW[\QV[\IV\Ta_Q\PW]\LMTIa[WZ
_IQ\QVONWZZM[XWV[M[NZWUW]Z[]XXTQMZ[
?MSVW_\PM[]XXTQMZ[NIKM\WNIKM_M
SVW__PI\\WM`XMK\NZWU\PMUIVLPW_

\PMaLQٺMZNZWUWVMIVW\PMZ?M[\ZWVOTa
believe in the concept of supervision of
local supervisors.”
+WVL]K\QVOJ][QVM[[QV:][[QIKIV
JM\ZQKSaKWUXIZML\W-]ZWXMWZ6WZ\P
)UMZQKIJ]\2QTSW^I[Ia[\PMUQ`WN 
K]T\]ZM[IVLJIKSOZW]VL[IUWVO\PM
<ZI^QWV\MIUMY]QX[\PMU\WW^MZKWUM
\PMKPITTMVOM[¹:][[QIQ[ITQ\\TMLQٺMZMV\
\W-]ZWXMIVL6WZ\P)UMZQKIQVNIK\\W
the rest of the world, but Slavic people
]VLMZ[\IVLQ\:][[QIVNIUQTQM[NIKML
UIVaKPITTMVOM[]VLMZKWUU]VQ[U
and resources very often had to be
KWUJQVMLNWZ\PMU\W[]Z^Q^M<PQ[
KZMI\MLIK]T\]ZM_PMZMM`\MVLMLNIUQTa
and trusted close friendships are highly
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Part of the Travion/The Aviation Factory team,
from left to right: Lukas Slegr, Sports and Aviation
Wizard – Central Europe, The Aviation Factory; Jiri
Soukup, Flight Manager, Travion; Lubo Polasek,
Sky Smile Manager – Central Europe, The Aviation
Factory; Lukas Kadlcik, Flight Dispatch and
Operations Director, Travion; and Lukas Benes,
Flight Manager, Travion

^IT]MLIVL\PI\¼[ZMÆMK\MLQVJ][QVM[[
“Russian people need to trust you,
they need face-to-face contact and you
need to understand their background.
It also helps to speak their language,
M[XMKQITTaQN aW]PI^MIXZWJTMUWV
the ground. Through face-to-face
QV\MZIK\QWV<ZI^QWVPI[J]QT\TWVO\MZU
relationships with local supervisors and
we have several Slavic people on board,
including native Russian speakers.”
World Cup Workload

?Q\PWٻ
KM[QV*MTOQ]U.ZIVKM\PM
6M\PMZTIVL[IVL;XIQV<PM)^QI\QWV
.IK\WZaQ[ITMILQVO-]ZWXMIVKPIZ\MZ
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broker. Jilkova reports: “They have
a very fresh, relaxed and innovative
approach to business. They arrange
M^MZa\PQVONZWUKPIZ\MZ[NWZTIZOM
OZW]X[\PZW]OPK][\WUQ[MLÆQOP\
[MZ^QKM[\WXZQ^I\MRM\[·ITT_Q\PI[UQTM º
<PM?WZTL+]XKWV\ZIK\Q[IUIRWZ
win for Travion as it continues to build
Q\[W_VJ][QVM[[J]\IT[WXZWUQ[M[\W
[\ZM\KPM^MV<ZI^QWV¼[M`XMZ\\MIU
with a spike in workload and potential
QVNZI[\Z]K\]ZMLQٻ
K]T\QM[QV:][[QI
¹<PMUIRWZQ\aWN JWWSQVO[XZQWZ\W\PM
KWUXM\Q\QWVPI^MJMMV\WX]Z[]M_QLMZ
business opportunities, with the football
a bonus. The fans start booking their

ÆQOP\[WVKM\PMaSVW__PQKP\MIU[IZM
XZWOZM[[QVONZWU\PMOZW]XXPI[M\W
\PM[MUQÅVIT[IVLÅVIT[7^MZITT_M¼ZM
M`XMK\QVOXZMLWUQVIV\Ta_QLMJWLa
IQZKZIN\ÆaQVOTIZOMZOZW]X[WN XMWXTMº
Jilkova says.
“Many Russian airports have already
serviced larger events, including the
7TaUXQK/IUM[IVLIZMZMILaNWZ
\PM?WZTL+]X_PQKP_WV¼\JMWV\PM
[IUM[KITM0W_M^MZ)<+ZM[\ZQK\QWV[
_QTTUW[\KMZ\IQVTaKI][MLMTIa[
?M¼ZMM`XMK\QVO[\QٺZMO]TI\QWV[IVL
ITTÆQOP\[_QTTJM[]JRMK\\W+<7<
C+ITK]TI\ML<ISM7<ٺQUME?M
[\ZWVOTaZMKWUUMVL\PI\ITTWXMZI\WZ[
strictly adhere to assigned airport slots.
There will be parking restrictions at all
IQZXWZ\[IVLQV^Q\I\QWVTM\\MZ[NZWU\PM
I]\PWZQ\QM[WZ\PMQUXWZ\IVKMWN \PM
XI[[MVOMZ[_QTTJMIUWVO\PMKZQ\MZQI
\PI\XTIaQUXWZ\IV\ZWTM[QVWJ\IQVQVO
parking slots.
¹?M¼^MUILMIZZIVOMUMV\[I\ITT
the host city airports: Ekaterinburg,
3ITQVQVOZIL3IbIV5W[KW_6QbPVa
6W^OWZWL:W[\W^WV,WV;IQV\
8M\MZ[J]ZO;IUIZI;IZIV[S;WKPQIVL
>WTOWOZIL7]ZM`XMZQMVKM[]OOM[\[
\PM[UITTMZIQZXWZ\[IZMTM[[KPITTMVOQVO
\PIV\PMTIZOMZNIKQTQ\QM[·\PMa\ZaU]KP
harder to get things done in hopes of
_QVVQVOUWZM\ZIٻ
Kº
*IKSQVQ\[7`NWZLIVL8ZIO]MWٻ
KM[
\PMU]T\QVI\QWVIT<ZI^QWV\MIUQ[]VQ\ML
by a passion for aviation, but what about
NWW\JITT'?QTTVI\QWVITTWaIT\QM[KZMI\MI
LMOZMMWN NZQMVLTaZQ^ITZaQV\PMWٻ
KM['
“There is a wide range of national
footballing loyalty across Travion; in
fact, our operations director plays indoor
NWW\JITTM^MZa5WVLIa ?MM`XMK\ITQ\\TM
friendly rivalry and we don’t see anything
_ZWVO_Q\PIJQ\WN PMIT\PaKWUXM\Q\QWV
QV\PMWٻ
KMº
.QVITTaPI[\PM<ZI^QWV\MIUXQKSML
]XIVa\WX\QX[NWZ\W]ZVIUMV\_QVVMZ[
I[Q\\IKSTM[NIV[¼ÆaQVOZMY]QZMUMV\['
¹?MPI^MI\QXJ]\_M¼ZMSMMXQVOQ\\W
W]Z[MT^M[?M¼^MXTIKMLIJM\IVL_M
don’t want to share the winnings…” Q
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